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Abstract

To endow robots with skills mastered by human experts has been a promis-
ing research domain in recent years with the massive applications of robots.
This thesis introduces an advanced human-to-robot skill transfer method
with a novel probabilistic framework. To validate this method, a dedicated
human skill dataset built with humanoid motions from our everyday life
are created for skill transfer experiments.

Prior to proposing the innovative human-to-robot skill transfer framework,
I conduct a comprehensive review within the robot skill learning domain.
The 3 major problems, skill perception, skill representation and skill learn-

ing, and their solving methods are systematically considered in literature
review. We start from the core model in learning motion trajectories,
namely, the probabilistic mixture model, which are widely applied in skill
learning from multiple human demonstrations.

Curved Gaussian Mixture Model (CGMM) is proposed as a novel vari-
ant of the original probabilistic mixture model, Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM), whose component Gaussians have special curved principal axe.
The existing curvatures enhance the performance in modelling non-linear
data, such as motion trajectories in the time-state space. Relevant fuzzy
object function based parameter estimation algorithms are proposed to
learn the CGMM in batch and incrementally. Empirical results discussed
in thesis proves the superiority of the CGMM over other state-of-the-arts
in data fitting.

Curved Gaussian Mixture Regression (CGMR) is a specialised regression
method for the CGMM developed in this thesis. A human motion skill
learned by the proposed CGMM and regressed with the CGMR in the
human-to-robot skill transfer framework. The combination of CGMM and



CGMR outperforms other type of motion trajectory encoding and retriev-
ing algorithms. Additionally, in order to learn the skill model from a large
amount of demonstration data sequentially, I propose a lifelong skill learn-
ing framework using the fuzzy incremental learning algorithm.

Sawyer as a typical redundant industrial manipulator is applied to repro-
duce the learned humanoid skills in this thesis. Once multiple demon-
strations from a human skill are perceived by the proposed virtual reality
based perception system, a CGMM will be trained on the perceived data
via the lifelong learning process accordingly. Then, a regressed trajectory
with CGMR is taken as a reference in the Cartesian space to reproduce the
joint movements of a robot. To get the joint movements which result in an-
thropomorphic motions in the Cartesian space, an inverse kinematics with
morphologic constrains is proposed. At last, the skill perception, learning

and reproducing are tested under the human-to-robot skill transfer frame-
work with a Sawyer robot.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and research context

Human-to-robot skill transfer is a modern paradigm for robot learning. Traditionally
the robot skills were taught through a teach pendant, which is not only time-consuming
but also inflexible when robot reproducing the learned skills in unstructured environ-
ment. Recently, the development of Learn from Demonstration (LfD) Argall et al.

(2009); Billard & Grollman (2013), also known as imitation learning Schaal (1999),
provided a new path to human-to-robot skill transfer. Several kinds of skill mastered
by human experts have been successfully transferred to various robots, such as KUKA
robot has learned doing house work Figueroa et al. (2016) Figueroa & Billard (2017),
Pepper robot tried to play Ball-in-a-Cup game Vollmer & Hemion (2018) and a toy
helicopter acquired human experts’ flying manoeuvres Abbeel et al. (2010), as shown
in Fig. 1.1 respectively.

1.2 Problems and Challenges

The application scope of a robot is highly depending on the skills which robot mas-
tered. Traditionally, humans need to analyse human skill manually and then use hard
codes to program the robot in advance for a defined task, which is a challenging and
time-consuming job. Human-to-robot skill transfer allows robots automatically learn-
ing skills from humans, which not only simplifies the teaching interface for a human

1



1.2 Problems and Challenges

Figure 1.1: The skills transferred to robots. (a) KUKA doing housework, (b) Pepper
being taught to play Ball-in-a-cup games, (c) toy helicopter flying with human ma-
noeuvres.

teacher, but also reduces the difficulties for a robot to learn rather complex skills. This
thesis proposes a novel multi-model framework for human-to-robot skill transfer with
the latest sensing technologies, machine learning algorithms and robot hardware.

Learning from demonstration provides a general methodology for human-to-robot
skill transfer, but when it comes to a particular application, duo to the dissimilar usage
and various robot hardware, the optimal technologies applied to skill perception, repre-

sentation and learning are not specified in the LfD paradigm. It makes human-to-robot
skill transfer a challenging task since developing the proper technologies and finding
a way to incorporate require a great deal of research. Otherwise, due to the high flex-
ibility of human skills and the kinematic dissimilarity between human body and the
robot, many problems are yet to be solved. For example, how to perceive human skill
more accurately and user-friendly, how to choose proper form to represent demon-
strations, which model should be chosen to encode skills and what algorithm is more
efficient in model learning. To carry out this study with aforementioned background,
we summarise the challenges of this study as follows.

1. Perceiving human skills user-friendly and accurately. Human skills are usu-
ally acquired after long term imitation and practise. Most of everyday skills are
performed by us without consciousness, so a skill perception system should be
user-friendly for human to demonstrate a skill more intuitively. Besides, multi-
model sensing technology is emerging recently, which allows the skill percep-
tion system to collect both conscious and non-intentional human motions.

2



1.3 Overview of Approaches and Contributions

2. Encoding motions with highly efficient models. Human motion data are spatio-
temporal coupled, highly non-linear and of high dimensions, therefore, encoding
them need a compact representation for the sensory data in lower dimensional
space beforehand and with all the useful information maintained. In modelling
the motion data, a mathematical model should well perform on the non-linear
data.

3. Learning efficiently from human demonstration data. Data is the most im-
portant constituent in training a machine learning model. Considering the large
state space in LfD problem, the more demonstration data we received the larger
state space will be covered therefore there are no limits for us to get enough data
for training. Unfortunately, the amount of data we can obtained per unit time
is limited, such that except increasing the data efficiency in training models, we
can extend the time span in gathering human skill data with the motivation of
human’s lifelong learning.

1.3 Overview of Approaches and Contributions

3. CGMR1.CGMM

Incremental

Batch

IK SawyerDemonstration VR

2. Learnin
g

4. Skill perception

5. Skill reproducin
g

Figure 1.2: Main contributions of this thesis

To overcome the aforementioned difficulties in human-robot skill transfer. The
contributions of proposed framework with both theoretical and practical innovations
are summarised in Fig. 1.2 and detailed as follows,

3



1.3 Overview of Approaches and Contributions

1. Innovations in probabilistic mixture model. A novel Curved principal axis
Gaussian Mixture Model (CGMM) is proposed as a general probabilistic mix-
ture model for learning humanoid skills. Although, the CGMM is a variant
of the well-known Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), it is more flexible than
GMM when they are comprised of the same number of component models. Thus
CGMM performs better at fitting the data which are of high non-linearity, such
as the motion trajectories, image features and bioelectrical signals.

2. A new lifelong learning framework. A fuzzy object function based learning
algorithm is proposed to replace posterior membership based Expectation Maxi-
mization (EM) algorithm for quicker batch parameter estimation of the CGMM.
To expend the application field of the CGMM, I deduce an incremental param-
eter estimation for the CGMM. Moreover, the fuzzy object function are also
incorporated in the incremental learning of the CGMM. With the new learning
algorithms, a lifelong learning process can be achieved with the CGMM.

3. A new regression algorithm. Regression method is usually implemented to ex-
tract the useful information from a mathematical model. In this thesis, I proposed
a regression method named Curved Gaussian Mixture Regression (CGMR) to re-
generate the trajectory which is the optimal approximation to all demonstrations.
To achieve this approximation, a CGMM should be trained on the demonstration
data in advance, so that a trajectory is exactly regressed according to the prob-
ability distribution given by the CGMM. Later on, the approximated trajectory
is regressed with CGMR regarding the CGMM. In this study, the regression
method, CGMR, cooperates with CGMM to complete the skill learning and re-
trieving, where the CGMM encodes multiple demonstrations and the CGMR
retrieves the skill.

4. A novel human motion perception system. The motion perception system is
applied to collect human demonstration data in LfD problem. The proposed
perception system is embedded in a Virtual reality (VR) environment, which is
most promising way to collect human motion data both intuitively and accurately
with an immersive visual feedback.

4



1.4 Structure of the Thesis

5. Reproducing humanoid skills with a redundant robot. I applied a pseudo
inverse method with constrains to solve the joint space motion planning for a
redundant robot so that human skills are transferred to joint motions to a robot.
For example, we transferred the skills, which can be represented as the trajec-
tories of a human hand, along with the morphology of the full arm to a robot.
Then the robot can reproduce the skills under the constrain of arm morphology,
such that the skill can be executed more anthropopathicaly and the redundancy
will be fully occupied.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

The remainder of this thesis are structured as follows,
Chapter 2 gives a comprehensive review to the general methods applied in robot

learn skill from human demonstrations problem. The definition of a robot and human
skills are specified as widely acknowledged mathematical models. In terms of LfD,
a general paradigm to the problem, we focus on the 3 major aspects in the domain,
namely Perception, Representation and Learning. This chapter aims to give a glimpse
at the development, challenges and state-of-the-arts to the research in following chap-
ters.

Chapter 3 is intend to define a novel Gaussian mixture model with curved compo-
nents. At the outset, we deduces a novel curved Gaussian function/model, which con-
sist of a curved principal axis. Due to the curvature, extra parameters are introduced for
curvature controlling, which are estimated with a proposed iterative algorithm. With
the inspiration of the flat Gaussian mixture model (GMM), we defined a weighted sum
of several curved Gaussians as the new CGMM.

Chapter 4 introduces parameter estimation algorithms for the proposed CGMM.
With a larger set of parameters, CGMM is of higher flexibility, which, however, in-
creased the difficulty in parameter estimation. Fortunately, the probabilistic legitimacy
of the CGMM gives us chance to use Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm in
its parameter estimation. Moreover, a fuzzy object function is proposed alongside to
accelerate the converging speed of the original membership posterior based EM al-
gorithm. Quantitative evaluation is conduced accordingly to prove the advantages of
CGMM and its learning algorithms.
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1.4 Structure of the Thesis

Chapter 5 further develops the CGMM in online learning settings, which is achieved
by the novel incremental learning algorithm. The incremental learning algorithm en-
able the CGMM continue optimizing its parameters when there are new training data
coming. because this algorithm also cooperates well with the fuzzy object function,
we test the learning performance with various fuzzinesses on both synthetic data and
sensory data.

Chapter 6 introduces a virtual reality (VR) based human motion perception sys-
tem. This system applied Vive VR as the input device to collect the motions of human
hand and elbow at the same time. With the head mounted display, human demonstra-
tors are able to receive the immersive visual feedback of their movements. The details
of this system, such as the software we applied, the coordinate systems and the format
to store human motions are specified in this chapter.

Chapter 7 proposes a lifelong learning framework for a robot to learn skills form
multiple human demonstrations in long term. Besides, the way to reproduce executable
trajectories with the Sawyer robot are also discussed. In this chapter, a novel regression
method, CGMR, is proposed, which regresses the best fit trajectories from a learned
CGMM. As for the robot, we reproduces the executable trajectories in its configura-
tion space to ensure the human skills can be performed by the robot accurately and
humanoid.

Chapter 8 reports the empirical results from the experiments of VR based demon-
stration perception, lifelong skill learning and the skill reproducing. We intend to study
10 motions skills from human demonstrators. Lifelong learning will be achieved with
our proposed CGMM and its learning algorithms. Then, the regressed trajectories are
evaluated to prove the performance of CGMR. Reproduced skills are also executed by
the Sawyer robot.

Chapter 9 concludes this thesis and highlights the major contributions. Subse-
quently, a foresee of future work is also given in this chapter.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction to Learning from Demonstration

Robots as the crystallization of human wisdom in industrialization is appearing in
many aspects of our life (e.g. services, health care, industrial production, and mili-
tary). In a general sense, robots is developed from a board range of comprehensive
mechanisms, as a consequence, the ways human beings operating a robot to finish
tasks could date back to the way people beginning to use various tools or machines.
From the daily tableware like knives or forks, to a enormous jet liner, regardless of the
power sources for actuating, the logics behind human using those ‘tools’ are similar,
which highly demand human wisdom to make right decisions on actions with senses
of the environmental states. Considering the situation we use different tools, using a
tableware requires only a pair of hand, driving a vehicle needs both hands and feet,
however flying an airplane normally requires two pilots. Thus, the more complex the
tool or machine is, the more efforts are needed for its operation.

In last few decades, the advancement of robot hardware greatly promoted the po-
tentials of robot finishing even more complex tasks in highly unstructured environ-
ment. On the other side, the booming application of robots should thank to the growth
of artificial intelligence, which makes the robots smarter than ever and releases man-
ual efforts in operating them. The prosperity of robot market also lead to a substantial
problem which is how to endow robots with robust capabilities for various application
scenarios. Fortunately, to deal with the robot learning problem, many techniques we
used to endow robot abilities keep upgrading with the time. At early stage, due to the
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2.1 Introduction to Learning from Demonstration

restriction of mechanical structures, the robot degree-of-freedoms (DoFs) are limited,
so hard-coding is most frequently used. But encoding skills using codes is challenging
and time-consuming, since every time the robot should be pre-programmed before it
ready to execute a single task. For example, in an industrial milling process Bohez
(2002), a computer numerical controlled (CNC) milling machine tool, as a common
form of industrial robot, should be programmed via the teach pendant Gibbs & Cran-
dell (1991) Neto et al. (2009) by an engineer using a script of commands. Those se-
quential commands containing different predefined machining patterns are the known
hard codes, which is mathematically derived according to the robot model domain dy-
namics. One of the obvious shortage of this method is that the quality of manual crafted
codes is highly depending on the experience of the engineer, or in another word, writ-
ing good codes for the robot requires knowledges in both robotics domain and the task
related area.

To overcome the shortages of hard coding in robot learning, recently a branch of
studies, inspired by imitation learning of human in neurophysiology, are showing their
attractions in robot research. In studying the mechanism of imitation learning behind
an autonomous agent, Nehaniv et al. (2002a) raised 5 primary questions, known as the
“Big Five”, namely whom to imitate, when to imitate, what to imitate, how to map and
how to evaluate. In robotics, Learning from Demonstration (LfD) Argall et al. (2009);
Billard & Grollman (2013) or Imitation learning Schaal (1999) generally answered the
5 questions. From the view point of application, LfD provides a universal paradigm
for solving robot learning problem. However, we break LfD into two parts, that one
is the teaching phase and the other is learning phase, for a better understanding, as
shown in Fig. 2.1. In the teaching phase, we pay more attentions to the teacher, which
usually refers a human expert in the task domain. To study the skills from a teacher,
there many technologies borrowed from another discipline, namely, Human machine
interaction (HMI). The latter learning phase is solving a typical machine learning (ML)
problem, but with the demonstration data we extracted from the teaching phase.

2.1.1 What can we teach?

LfD, as an abstract methodology, is not easily executable while solving the robot learn-
ing problem in real applications. On the teaching side, human behaviours should be
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Figure 2.1: Teaching and learning framework for human-robot skill transfer

studied systematically with theories stemmed from HMI domain, so that the skills yet
to be transferred can be correctly attained from human demonstrations. Fischer (1980)
concluded a widely acknowledged concept that a human child developing his or her
skills is a process of construction a hierarchically ordered collections of many specific
skills during growing up, as their had reviewed all the research outcomes within the
Skill Theory, which is also known as the theory of cognitive development of human
children. He also pointed out that the hierarchy of human skills implies that the skill
construction is from the lower-level to the higher-level and one higher-level skill is ac-
tually composed of lower-level skills. Following the hierarchy, skills we developed are
gradually transformed from sensory-motor actions to representations and then to ab-
stractions. His theory gave us an insight of the mechanisms human acquisition skills,
but because of the high complexity of skill hierarchy mastered by a human, we are un-
able to expect a robot to learn like us right now. Few years later, Rasmussen proposed
a human performance model, he categorised human behaviours into skill-, rule- and
knowledge-based classes Rasmussen (1983), which simplified the Fischer’s model,
whereas the boundaries of those three classes are not quite distinct in some situations.

In terms of a physical robot, a “skill” of it refers to “the learned power of doing a
thing competently” Kaiser & Dillmann (1996), so we concisely conclude the skill here
in the human demonstration as a two level hierarchy, namely the low- and high- level
skills. Low-level skills refer to those relative simple skills or elementary skills, which
are integrated as wholes and unable to be decomposed into separate elements in one
demonstration. On the contrary, one high-level skill may consist of several low-level
skills. However, this is not an universal categorization of all the skills, because in one
demonstration task the defined low-level skills can be regarded as the high-level skills
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2.1 Introduction to Learning from Demonstration

in other tasks and vice versa. One simple example in teaching a manipulator, ‘pick
and place’ is one of the low-level skills in a whole work flow, while in other tasks it
can also be a high-level skill which is a composition of ‘approach’,‘grasp’,‘move to’
and ‘release’ 4 individual low-level skills. If we look back at the teaching phase of in
LfD, the low-level skills as the prior knowledges are usually constructed on physical
basis and have a continuous formalization mathematically. High-level skills are almost
discrete in all the cases on their domains and always represented in the form of ‘state-
action’ pairs, which is the common data form for the robot to learn a policy from.

2.1.2 What is learned by a robot?

In the learning part, a robot student can be regarded as an artifact physically driven
by an autonomous agent, which is able to perceive the state of the environment and to
react against the perceived state by an action. There is a principle for the agent to react
to the state, which is called policy π, as shown in Fig. 2.2. In one perception-reaction
cycle as demonstrated in the figure, the observation o is a direct measurement of the
environment via sensory system by an robot. After signal processing and transforming,
observation o will be translated into an implicit state s ∈ S, which is usually a variable
representing both the situation of current environment and the robot itself, where S is
a set for all the possible states that might occur in a task. To illustrate the working
cycle of an agent in a robot, we consider it in a discrete time space. At the time-step
t the sensory system embedded in a robot detects the current observation ot of the
work space, then a mapping ot 7→ st describes a process of robot understanding the
environment and its configuration. Due to the mapping between a observation and
state the size of set S is highly reduced. Accordingly, the agent will trigger an reaction
after take in a st, the reaction is denoted as an action at, which belongs to an action
set A where A = S × S. Actions are able to change current state to the state of next
time step, namely a : st 7→ st+1. In the above descriptions, at is a generated command
by the agent at current time-step t, then the controller translates the command into
movement of robot’s actuators or end-effector. The execution of at in turn changes
the observation of the environment into ot+1, then a new cycle of ‘perception-reaction’
will begin.
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Figure 2.2: Robot system model

Form the modelling of a robot system, a control policy, π : s 7→ a or a = π(s), of
an agent is required for skill execution. Thus, in the learning phase, we are approaching
a typical ML problem since a robot student is required to learn the policy from human
demonstrations, denoted as D, in the teaching phrase of Fig. 2.1. Meanwhile, this
problem also concerns Cybernetics and Robotics. The challenges here are two-fold.
From teaching phase, we can obtain the demonstration set D which might not explicit
consist of time sequential data of human behaviours. Otherwise, in the teaching phase,
the demonstration data D collected from human teachers cannot be directly used for
learning since derive a policy π needs observation of the state-action pairs {(s, a)} in
terms of the robot student itself, which are various in different robot learning tasks.
Therefore, deriving enough number of the state-action pairs from demonstration data
D is crucial in the whole LfD framework. If we considering the two-level skill hierar-
chy with the robot system, we can summarise that low-level skills in one tasks are the
prior knowledge, which build up the action set A, while a high-level skill is abstracted
as the task level policy π by symbolic reasoning.

2.1.3 The remainder of this chapter

A few relevant reviews in LfD domain, such as Argall et al. (2009) Billard & Groll-
man (2013) Calinon (2018) Zhu & Hu (2018), each of them has different formulation
of a robot learning problem and lack of technical details on the most cutting edge
human-to-robot skill transfer techniques since it is still an emerging multidisciplinary
research topic. In this chapter, we review the latest methods which have been adopted
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to our proposed robot learning framework. The remainder of this chapter is presented
in teaching and learning phases according to the general robot skill acquisition process
shown in 1.1. In Section 2.2, we study the sensing technologies in human demonstra-
tion perception. According to the relative relationships between the sensor and robot
student or a human teacher, we classify the sensing methods into 3 categories, namely
on-robot, on-human and non-contact. Then, for each perception, we give a insight into
demonstration cases. In Section 2.3, human skill representation technologies are clas-
sified into dynamic system, statistic and trajectory representations, and relevant studies
are reviewed accordingly. In Section 2.4, we summarises the prevalent policy learning
method, such as supervised learning, reinforcement learning and meta learning, for a
robot agent to learn new skills. In Section 2.5, we introduce the applications of the LfD
method reviewed in robotics. At the end of this chapter, we discuss current challenges
in LfD and the future research directions within Section 2.6.

D
{ s - a }
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2.2 Human Skill Perception

2.2 Human Skill Perception

Human skill perception, as the first stage in the teaching phase, is focusing on how
to design a sensing system, which effects the answers to the two fundamental ques-
tions: “What to imitate” and “How to imitate” Nehaniv et al. (2002a). In this section,
we will conduct our discussion on 3 major perception modes in collecting the human
demonstration dataD, namely ‘on-robot perception’, ‘on-human perception’ and ‘non-
contact perception’, as shown in Table 2.1. Regarding the human machine interfaces or
the type of sensor applied, each perception mode is further classified into sub-classes,
whose typical research articles are sorted.

On-human

 On-robot  Non-contact

Remote 
control

Direct 
guidance

Physical Bioelectrical

Visual

Optical

Figure 2.4: Human skill perception

2.2.1 On-robot perception

On-robot perception is a conventional, but reliable method, by which human skills will
be directly demonstrated to the sensors or input system built in the physical robots.
As a robot student-oriented perception mode, a human teacher is asked to demon-
strate the skills to finish a task through the robot body which usually morphologically
differs from a human body, so this perception mode requires extensive efforts from
a human teacher to reconstruct skills with concern about correspondence problem.
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2.2 Human Skill Perception

Table 2.1: Comparison of different perception modes

Perception Mode Interface References

On-robot sensing

Remote control: Calinon et al. (2014) Billard & Grollman (2013)

Mayer et al. (2003) Grudic & Lawrence (1995)

Campbell (2004) Kaiser & Dillmann (1996)

Abbeel et al. (2010) Bojarski et al. (2016)

Anderson et al. (2000) Buskey et al. (2003)

Morales & Sammut (2004) Rajeswaran et al. (2017)

Direct guidance: Figueroa et al. (2016) Figueroa & Billard (2017)

Kormushev et al. (2011) Rozo et al. (2016)

Peternel et al. (2015) Suomalainen & Kyrki (2018)

Vollmer & Hemion (2018) Hewitt et al. (2017)

Mülling et al. (2013) Abu-Dakka et al. (2015)

Rozo et al. (2013)

On-human sensing

Physical: Kumar et al. (2016) Dillmann (2004)

Rueckert et al. (2015)

Bioelectrical: Kuiken et al. (2009) Ju et al. (2013)

Chen et al. (2015) Pilarski et al. (2011)

Yang et al. (2018) Howard et al. (2010)

Bi et al. (2013) Kiguchi & Hayashi (2012)

Iturrate et al. (2010a) Iturrate et al. (2010b)

Non-contact sensing

Visual: Nemec et al. (2010) Ude et al. (2001) Yu et al. (2018a)

Manfrè et al. (2017) Dillmann (2004) Jin et al. (2016)

Optical: Dillmann (2004) Gupta et al. (2016)

Gallardo et al. (2011) Kober et al. (2008)

Carse et al. (2013) Lieberman & Breazeal (2007)

Kumar & Todorov (2015) Todorov et al. (2012)

Lieberman & Breazeal (2007)

Stramandinoli et al. (2018)
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2.2 Human Skill Perception

On-robot Perception consists of two different interfaces, namely, Remote control and
Direct guidance.

Remote control

Using remote controller for inputting also known as teleoperation for a robot Billard
& Grollman (2013), Grudic and Lawrence proposed a demonstration framework to
transfer human operation skills to a track-based robot with a gripper. To collect human
skills, the human demonstrator was required to control the robot with two joysticks,
the controlled actions are left/right and forward/backward motion, as well as the open/-
close gripper motion. In demonstration, human operator are allow to see through the
on-board camera, this ensure the environmental states are the same to both human and
the robot. The actions for robot to preform are also the same as human input on the joy-
sticks. Then the SPARC-station 20, a robot learning and autonomous control platform,
is applied to finish a moving and collection task with transferred human skills Grudic
& Lawrence (1995). In this research, the skills are easy to perceive and transfer, but it
is hard for human operator to give a successful demonstration by looking at a image of
the environment from a on-broad camera and control the robot via two joysticks.

Campbell (2004) also used the remote controller for collecting the demonstration
data for teaching a Robonaut to grasp a wrench. More recently, Abbeel et al. (2010)
transferred human expert skills of controlling the mini helicopter by collecting their
fly manoeuvres through remote controller. After skill optimization, the autonomous
helicopter even outperform human expert in some flying manoeuvres. The human
demonstration data collected by remote controller are easy for encoding and learn-
ing, but in this way, humans are not able to preform their skills intuitively and some
complex skills are even inapplicable to be perceived by this mean.

Direct guidance

Comparing with performing human skill through remote controller, direct guidance is
more intuitive for human teacher to show demonstration, and also easy for manipulator
to learn more compliant motions Suomalainen & Kyrki (2018). This teaching interface
relies on the built sensory system of a manipulator to collect demonstration data, but it
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2.2 Human Skill Perception

needs human to hold the end-effector of a robot while preform a demonstration. This
teaching method also called Kinesthetic teaching in some literatures.

Figueroa et al used kinesthetic teaching to guild a 7 degree-of-freedom(DoF) KUKA
robotic arm for a household task. The demonstrator move the robot’s end effector
to perform ‘Grating’,‘Rolling’ and ‘Peeling’ skills, each skills involves several sub-
actions. Those motions of the end-effector will in turn put the joints of the robot
in motion, which were detected by the motion sensor on the joints and recorded in
computer memories Figueroa et al. (2016) Figueroa & Billard (2017). Vollmer &
Hemion (2018) tried to elbow the Pepper robot with the capability to play Ball-in-
a-Cup game(also known as bilboquet, Balero and Kendama), which is a traditional
children’s toy. The human demonstrator tried to guild Pepper’s left arm to swing the
ball into the small cup, with the cup hold by Pepper. With a policy optimization, Pep-
per was able to achieve this game perfectly. Hewitt et al. (2017) transferred human
drawing skills to a KUKA LBR robot. In the experiment settings, human operator was
asked to hold a pen mounted on the robot end-effector, to draw the predefined patterns.
The trajectories was detected by the sensor built in robot but saved as in Cartesian co-
ordinate data for statistical learning. This studies shows demonstrations is beneficial
for robot learning.

There are more skills transferred from human to a robot by using direct guidance,
such as generalizing striking movements in robot table tennis Mülling et al. (2013), the
peg insertion (peg-in-hole task) Abu-Dakka et al. (2015). Direct guidance can not only
used to capturing human motion trajectories, but also effective in record forces/torques
in kinesthetic teaching process. From the instances we talked above, direct guidance
is extensively studied as an intuitive way for human to demonstrate their skills to the
on-robot sensors, especially for teaching the manipulators.

2.2.2 On-human perception

On-human sensing refers to using wearable sensors to collect human skill demonstra-
tion data for robot learning. According to the user interface, on-human sensors can
be classified into Physical sensor and Bioelectrical sensor. Physical sensors for on-
human sensing refer to a sort of wearable devices, which can be used to detect the
physical movements of human body, such as Dataglove III, DG5-V Glove and 5-DT
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14 Glove Xue et al. (2018). Bioelectrical sensors, as the name implies, are used to
detect the bioelectricity from the surface of skin or inside of a human body, which can
used to infer the force and motion information while human perform a movement as
well.

Physical

Human hand is where physical on-human sensors mostly applied to. Due to the com-
plex physical structures of human hand, with over 27 bones and as high as 25 DoF Ju
& Liu (2014), capturing the human in-hand motion is a challenge task. Vikash Ku-
mar et al is working to transfer human in-hand manipulation skills into an ADROIT
hardware platform, which is a humanoid dexterous robotic hand with over 20 DoF. To
obtain human hand motion data, they worn the DataGlove on a human expert’s hand
to capture the demonstration data while expert rotating a long tube filled with coffee
beans Kumar et al. (2016). Dillmann (2004) proposed a sensing framework, which in-
clude a pair of data gloves and a dedicated visual sensing system. In their experiment
settings, two data gloves were used to collect the all the finger angles while human
demonstrating ‘taking a bottle out of a refrigerator’ or ‘loading a dishwasher’. After
extracted the Macro-operators or movement primitives from human demonstration, the
motion was performed by Robot assistant ALBERT 2. Rueckert et al. (2015) designed
a low-cost wearable sensor glove to transfer human skill to the humanoid robot iCub.
The task for iCub is to stack two plastic cups. In the demonstrations, the reading of
five flex sensors were recorded when the operator flexed and spread its fingers. These
values were used for training the probabilistic model of perceived motions .

Compare with the aforementioned 2 on-robot sensing method, physical on-human
sensing is of high accuracy in detect small movements of human body, so that the
human hand motor skills are more precisely perceived. On the other hand, wearable
devices can significantly reduce the disturbance of the perception system itself on hu-
man teachers, which delivering the demonstrations of skills.

Bioelectrical

Bioelectrical sensing technology has been successfully used in various prosthetic robots
or rehabilitation robots for motion skill acquisition. Conventionally, invasive electrode
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method has been proved to have a excellent results Kuiken et al. (2009) in controlling
the robots. However, recently the prevalence of bioelectrical takes advantages of the
development of surface bioelectrical sensing methods. Since the human surface bio-
electrical signal is non-stationary and stems from a highly nonlinear system embedded
in noise Ju et al. (2013), intelligent computational Chen et al. (2015) signal processing
methods are essential in human skill perception.

Pilarski et al. (2011) proposed a method to derive successful limb controllers from
myoelectric data. The sEMG sensors are worn on the human upper arm, which are used
to collect the user-specific demonstration data to initialise the continuous actor-critic
reinforcement learning (ACRL). The sEMG sensors are also used to collect human
feedbacks for the AX-12 Smart Arm learning human motions. In this work, learned
control policies were expected to improve as users become more skilled and refine their
own sEMG signals to provide more consistent input signals to the learning system.
Yang et al. (2018) established a interface for transferring human limb impedance to a
robot arm. 2 Myo Armbands, the wireless sEMG sensors, were worn on the expert’s
one upper arm. The motions of a human arm were delivered to the left arm of Baxter
robot via a mechanical module. In this settings sEMG signals were used to estimate
the stiffness of human arm. After pattern recognition, the stiffness of human arm in
electrical socket plugging-in task and cutting task were transferred to the Baxter. Other
works such as Howard et al. (2010), also applied sEMG sensor to perceive the stiffness
in human demonstrations.

Not only the sEMG was applied as the interface for human-to-robot skill trans-
fer, electroencephalograms (EEG) Bi et al. (2013) has also been extensively studied
as a human-robot interface, which is the signal in Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs).
Kiguchi & Hayashi (2012) developed a sEMG and EEG based power-assist robot,
when the robot system performs a perception-assist, the EEG signals captured by a
Geodesic Sensor Net, were used to judge the effectiveness of the performed perception-
assist in addition to the sEMG signals. Then a 7 DoF Upper-limb power-assist ex-
oskeleton robot was able to use the sEMG signals to interact with humans. Iturrate
et al. (2010a) took the EEG signals as the reinforcement signals in a robot learn-
ingIturrate et al. (2010b).
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2.2.3 Non-contact perception

Non-contact sensing is another primary sensing mode in human skill perception, cam-
eras and other optical sensing technologies are the most frequently applied perceive
human’s demonstrations. The advantages of this perception mode are the non-contact
sensors do not affect human’s performance during demonstration and it also relatively
cheap in the cost of hardware. However, because of the sensors are much more freely
configured in real application sense, non-contact perception needs much more com-
putational cost, which is caused by the complex computation in dealing with the cor-
respondence compared with other two sensing mode discussed previously. Moreover,
usually a rather delicate calibration is required before it is ready for collecting the
useful demonstration data.

Visual

Visual sensing usually involves on various form of cameras, such as color camera,
RGB-D camera or multi-camera system, to collect visual data of the demonstrators.
However, the direct recorded image data are in extreme high dimension and not ap-
plicable for robot to learn from so image processing algorithms which are designed
to recognise the objects and track them in complex backgrounds, are necessary for
extracting the useful demonstration information from images.

Nemec et al. (2010) solved the classical robot learning task, playing bilboquet
game, in a novel way. In their experiment settings, a smart motion capture system,
which is a single color camera based visual tracking system proposed by Ude et al.

(2001), was implemented in capturing the trajectory of human hand, while human was
swinging the ball. This system use normal camera as the input, a probabilistic frame-
work was implemented to locate the object location from a low resolution image in
real time. The motor skill from human was mapped from 3D Cartesian coordinate to a
plane coordinate for transferring to a Mitsubishi Pa10 robot. Manfrè et al. (2017) pro-
posed a framework for the humanoid robot Nao to learn dancing from human dancer.
They applied a skeleton tracking method based on a Kinect Sensor, which is a multi-
camera sensing system. The motion image of human dancer was recorded to extract
skeleton information, since the difference of coordinates and the corresponding prob-
lem of human and Nao, a transformation is applied to obtain the motor information for
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2.2 Human Skill Perception

a Nao robot. In Rudiger Dillmann’s framework, as mentioned previously, except us-
ing the on-human method for collection human hand motion, a visual sensing system
with multi-cameras was also designed to perceive human body wise motions Dillmann
(2004). Haiyang et al Jin et al. (2016) implemented a visual-based multi-Leap Motion
sensing framework for hand tracking and demonstration data collection.

Optical

Optical sensing technology is using the geometry of light propagation to predict the
location of reference points in 3D space. This method usually needs optical markers
attached to the objects, but it achieved a higher measurement accuracy compared with
visual method.

Gupta et al. (2016) proposed a novel object-centric demonstration method, which
is a marker-based optical tracking method. This method applied PhaseSpace Impulse
system Gallardo et al. (2011) for object’s positions and velocities capturing with active
LED optical marker. In their experiment settings, the RBO Hand 2 mounted on PR2
robot arm is set as the testbed. Human performed turning a valve, pushing the beads of
an abacus and grasping a bottle as the skill for demonstrations and the object-centric
demonstration method was utilised with LED optical marker put on the valve, abacus
and bottle. This method reduced the computational cost of transfer human skills in
sensor coordinate to the robot coordinate, compared with using a on-robot or on-human
sensing. Kober et al. (2008) tried to learn the motor primitives in human playing the
Ball-in-a-Cup game, they used a Optical method to perceive human’s motions, which
is different from the direct guidance applied by Vollmer et al in learning the game.
The motions of a human player was recoded by a VICON motion capturing system,
which was designed to capture the movements of the key points on human body by
tacking the special positioning Carse et al. (2013) optical land markers. By using
it, human motions are recorded as trajectories, which will be used to initialize the
motor primitives in later experiment. Lieberman & Breazeal (2007) also applied Vicon
system to capture human motions while human interact with the virtual robot arm in
VR environments.

Recently, there is a increasing interest in using VR for human-to-robot skill trans-
fer, which promotes the development of optical motion tracking technologies. Optical
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sensing are also able to capture human full body movements without putting any bur-
den on human performing motions. Kumar & Todorov (2015) proposed a MuJoCo
HAPTIX system for human skill transfer. This system consists of MuJoCo physics en-
gine Todorov et al. (2012), which is a interactive VR environment of the Southampton
Hand Assessment Procedure (SHAP), and a Hand Proprioception & Touch Interfaces
(HAPTIX). HAPTIX system took 3D-printed attachments as the motion capture mark-
ers and the OptiTrack Trio:V120 system for optical tracking. Human forearm motion
skills were accurately perceived by the HAPTIX system and transferred to SHAP. Stra-
mandinoli et al. (2018) proposed an immersive VR environment for a simulated robot
skill training with human demonstrations, in which the HTC Vive controller, an optical
tracking system, were used to detect human hand motions.

2.3 Skill Representation
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Figure 2.5: Human skill representation

Skill representation is another important stage on the teaching phase of the LfD,
Because the sensory data D from perception stage are of high dimensionality and con-
taining noise, extracting useful skill information from human demonstrations is chal-
lenging. In terms of the two-level hierarchy of the proposed human skills, the skill
information in human demonstration data can also be represented in two different gran-
ularities Alissandrakis et al. (2002), namely low- and high-level Billard et al. (2008a).
Those two granularities of skills are represented differently, low-level skills are also
defined as ‘movement primitives’ Schaal et al. (2003), ‘elementary skills’ Kaiser &
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Dillmann (1996) in other publications, they are static, non-autonomous in a single task
and usually learned as prior by the robot student. Thus, the action set A is used to ab-
stractly represent all the prior knowledges. The high-level skills acquired by the robot
agent is actually a scheme for robot to react to a certain observation state s ∈ S, which
is represented as a policy π. In the this chapter, we investigated the most frequently
used skill representation methods in the LfD framework. It should be noticed that def-
inition of the low- and high-level skills are various in different LfD tasks, choosing
proper granularities to organize the low- and high-level skills may greatly reduce the
complexity of a robot learning problem.

2.3.1 Dynamic system representation

Dynamic system (DS) is a mathematical model origin Newtonian mechanics, it applied
a series of equations to describe the evaluation of the system state w.r.t time. Instead of
building a rather complex model to encoding human motion data, a weakly non-linear
system can be applied in representing goal-oriented behaviours. Ijspeert et al. (2003)
proposed a dynamic system in Stefan Schaal’s Lab, for time-continuous movement
representation, namely Dynamical Movement Primitives (DMPs) Ijspeert et al. (2013).
DMPs took a damped spring model as the basis of dynamical system, this is a second
order system,

τ ÿ = α(β(g− y)− ẏ) + f (2.1)

where τ is a time constant, for adjusting the model in different time scalar. α and β
are the parameters of DMP, which is trained by human demonstrations. g is the goal
position and y is the state variable of a state st, such as current position of robot’s end-
effector. The force term f is essential in DMP, which is coupled by a new canonical
system, τ ẋ = −αxx, then the reformulated force term is

f(x) =

∑N
i=1 Ψi(x)ωi∑N
i=1Ψi(x)

x(g− y0) (2.2)

where Ψi(x) is a Gaussian kernel function with certain bandwidth and mean. The ωi

is the weight of the i-th kernel, there are totally N kernels used in the force term.
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2.3 Skill Representation

The above formulas are a discrete dynamical system for discrete movement repre-
sentation, comparing with the earlier proposed rhythmic system Ijspeert et al. (2002),
discrete dynamical system are more applicable in human demonstration representation.
In a DMP, the parameters α, β, {ωi}Ni=1 , the bandwidth and mean of each Gaussian
kernel are learned from human demonstrations. Locally weighted regression (LWR)
Ijspeert et al. (2003) and Locally weighted projection regression (LWPR) Vijayaku-
mar & Schaal are two algorithms used to estimate the parameter in a DMP, LWPR are
able to learn all the DMP parameters, as a comparison, the bandwidths and means are
pre-defined in LWR.

Kronander et al. (2015) proposed a motion representation method named locally
modulated dynamical system (LMDS). The idea of this method is to reshape a DS by
a modulation field M(y), hence the form of LMDS is as follows,

ẏ = fM(y) =M(y)f(y) (2.3)

where M(y) is the modulation matrix, which is able to modulate the original DS f(y)
by locally rotating and scaling, fM(y) is the modulated DS. Gaussian Process Regres-
sion (GPR) as a non-parametric learning method was applied in learning the modula-
tion matrix M(y) with trajectories from human demonstrations. So the algorithm is
called Gaussian Process Modulated Dynamical Systems (GP-MDS).

The general DS representations mentioned above, are robust and practical method
for encoding complex motion demonstrations in the position space, however they can
not explicitly encode the the force information while human preform a demonstra-
tion with flexible stiffness. But sometimes we need accurate force control for the robot
end-effect in finish certain tasks. Since humans are able to perform actions with contin-
uously changing stiffness impedance control Hogan (1985) was introduced to transfer
human motion skills with various stiffness,

B(ÿ− g̈) +D(ẏ− ġ) +K(y− g) = F (2.4)

The above equation is a mathematical formalization of a mass-spring-damper model,
F is the external force from the environment, y is the system state variable and g is
the desired one (i.e., angles of joints, location of end-effector). B, D and K are the
parameters of inertia, damping and stiffness respectively. Kronander & Billard (2012)
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2.3 Skill Representation

transferred a pouring-a-drink skill from human with variable impedance. Abu-Dakka
et al. (2015) let a Kuka learn peg-in-hole task with impedance. They applied a matrix
containing the orthonormal eigenvectors in its columns to represent the translational
stiffness matrix K. With several human demonstrations, the stiffness eigenvalues had
been learned, which in turn endowed a 7-dof Barrett WAM robot with the capability
to pour drinks into the glass, even if moderately strong perturbations are encountered.
other research such as Yang et al. (2018) Howard et al. (2010) Li et al. (2012).

2.3.2 Statistical representation

Dynamic system is a deterministic, robust and compact way for a single motion encod-
ing, but DS is not so efficient in generalising a human skill from multi-time demonstra-
tions. To conclude the best motion model from multiple demonstration tries, statistical
representation was introduced duo to its randomness in the objective feature spaces.

Calinon et al. (2007) proposed a statistical representation framework of human
demonstrations. In order to avoid the relatively high computational cost in training a
probabilistic mixture model, Calinon firstly transferred the sensory data from the orig-
inal time-state space into a lower-dimensional latent space by implementing Principal
component analysis (PCA). As the representation method is time-dependent, Dynamic
time warping (DTW) was applied to find the best non-linear time alignment of sig-
nals. Gaussian mixture model (GMM) as a universal probabilistic generative model
was used to represent demonstration data after alignment, which has a weighted sum
of probabilities as the probability density function (PDF), namely,

p(d) =
K∑
k=1

P (k)p(d|k) (2.5)

In the PDF of a GMM, K is the number of Gaussian components, d is the di-
mension reduced and aligned data from one human demonstration. However, in their
experimental settings, there was a gripper variable, which only allows to take binary
value, to encode this, a Bernoulli mixture model (BMM) was paired with a GMM.
The parameters of GMMs and BMMs were estimated by Expectation maximization
(EM) algorithm with the component number selected by Bayesian information criteria
(BIC) Schwarz et al. (1978) and the means initialised with k-means. Gaussian mixture
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regression (GMR) is a regression algorithm which is able to reconstruct a sample with
the pre-trained GMM, so it was implemented to reproduce the general trajectory of a
set of human demonstrations. Metric of imitation was defined as a kind of distance and
was used to optimize the generalized trajectories for the controller improvements.

Calinon’s method is an explicit time-dependent representation in a generative model.
To represent human demonstrations in a time-varying way, Khansari-Zadeh & Billard
(2010) proposed a probabilistic stable estimator of dynamical systems (SEDS) to rep-
resent human skills in a time-independent way Khansari-Zadeh & Billard (2011). In
SEDS, a set of human demonstration trajectories were firstly formulated as a ordinary
differential equation. The statistical model, GMM, was applied to represent nonlin-
ear continuous and continuously differentiable function. Because the stability of this
system need to be considered, EM algorithm is replaced by SEDS which added a co-
variance matrices transforming to a conventional EM algorithm and include a model
optimization with a successive quadratic programming (SQP) approach based on log-
likelihood and mean square errors (MSE). SEDS was tested to outperform LWPR and
GMR due to the outstanding generalization capability of the GMM and the stability of
dynamics.

Including the above examples, there are more and more representation approaches
taking advantages from both dynamics and statistical models so some scholars named
these as Probabilistic Movement Primitives (ProMP) Paraschos et al. (2018). Paraschos
et al. (2013) proposed a probabilistic movement primitives, using a Hierarchical Bayesian
Model to represent the distributions of dynamic trajectories in the joint space. Park
et al. (2018) proposed a trajectory modelling method based on GMM and handling
the local trajectories with sparse Gaussian process model for a smooth representation.
More examples of statistical representation can be found in Calinon (2016), Calinon
(2011), Colomé & Torras (2018), Fernandez-Fernandez et al. (2018).

2.3.3 Direct trajectory representation

The idea of direct trajectory representation is to directly record the sequential sensory
data of human demonstration and transferred them to a temporal sequence of states
{st}. The state refers to the state of each degree of robot freedom, for example, it
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can be the displacement, velocity and acceleration. The sequential states are usually
discrete, because the sensors working at a certain sampling frequency.

According to the definition, a trajectory is visualised as a continuous curve in the
time-state space, where one single state st is a point on the curve. A simple geomet-
rical idea to represent a curve is to use the splines to approximate the spatio-temporal
trajectories in the time-state space Kawamura (1994). The B-spline is usually used
in spline approximation (SA) method, knot selection and control point selection are
the two main problems involved in B-spline approximation Shih & Lin (2017). After
parameters optimization of B-splines Patron-Perez et al. (2015), the SA task will be
fulfilled. However, SA is use continuous smooth B-splines to fit the discrete points of
states, it usually applied in representation non-autonomous human skills. As the name
suggested, non-autonomous skills do not need an agent to react to the environmental
states, so it is only suitable to represent the low-level skills and we can also use action
sequence {at} to replace {st}.

Behavioral cloning (BC) Bratko et al. (1998) Bain & Sommut (1999) Sammut &
Webb (2017), like the SA method, is another way to represent human skills for robot
learning from time-discrete state sequence {st}. The idea of it is to derive the policy
π with state-only demonstration trajectories, {st}. However, compared with SA, BC
is able to represent an autonomous human skill, which is not only capable to represent
skills at the low-level, but also effective in high-level skill representation. Torabi et al.

(2018) proposed a framework called Behavioural Cloning from Observation (BCO)
to solve the BC problem in robot learning. At the outset, the Markov decision pro-
cesses (MDPs), as a natural development of a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), were
introduced to formalize the BC problem. However, since the demonstration data only
consist of the information of states, the mapping α needs to be built by Monte Carlo
(MC) method. To be specific, the agent was supposed to execute some random policies,
then the information in those executions can be stored as a set of triples {(s, a, s′)},
where s is the current state, a is the action and s′ is the state after executing action
a. The prior probability distribution of action set was estimated using the maximum-
likelihood estimation (MLE) over the dataset I , which can be written as

θ∗ = argmax
θ

∏
{(s,a,s′)}

pα(a|s, s′, θ) (2.6)
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2.4 Robot Skill Learning

where pα is the conditional probability distribution function (PDF) over action set A, θ
is the parameter for the aforementioned mapping αθ : (s, s

′)
θ7→ a and s, s′ ∈ S, a ∈ A.

With the estimated mapping αθ and the state-only demonstrations {st}Tt=1, the set of
state-action tuples {(st, ât)}were built. Assuming that the tuples (s, â) were generated
by the policy πϕ with the parameter ϕ. The learning process became estimating the
optimal parameter ϕ∗ by using MLE.

ϕ∗ = argmax
ϕ

∏
{(s,â)}

pπ(â|s, ϕ) (2.7)

where pπ is the PDF of estimated â condition on given state s. The policy πθ estimated
above is called behaviour cloned policy.

BC was designed to represent trajectory of low-level skills, but according to the
definition of a robot system model and high-level skills in the first chapter, BC is also
able to formalise the high-level skills, which are usually of high autonomy. learning
such kind of policy π, we need prior knowledge on the action set A and observations
of state-action pairs {(st, at)} from human demonstration. This kind of skill represen-
tation has been successfully implemented in various areas, such as autonomous driv-
ing Pomerleau (1989), Bojarski et al. (2016), flying Anderson et al. (2000), Buskey
et al. (2003), Morales & Sammut (2004) and dexterous robotic hand skill transfer Ra-
jeswaran et al. (2017).

2.4 Robot Skill Learning

The robot learning process is formalised in Fig. 2.1, in the above chapters, we reviewed
the technologies widely used in human skill perceptions and skill representations. At
the teaching phase, the low-level skills are usually encoded with certain representation
methods and build up an action set A as the prior knowledge for robot learning. Policy
π is learned with observations of state-action pairs, parsed from human demonstration
D.

However, the challenge is called correspondence problem, since the non-matching
of the sensory and physical structures between a human teacher and a robot student. if
we assume that there are set of states and actions SD, AD derived from human demon-
stration data D, and there are also corresponding states and actions set D 7→ S,A for
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the robot, then the corresponding problem Nehaniv et al. (2002b) can be formalised as
finding mappings between two state and action sets, SD 7→ S,AD 7→ A. Correspon-
dence is a complex problem, which cannot be avoid in a robot skill learning task and
are various in different contexts. Alissandrakis et al. Alissandrakis et al. (2007) pro-
posed a correspondence matrix to build the maps between two dissimilar bodies with
different DoFs. Johnson and Demiris Johnson & Demiris (2004) proposed a abstrac-
tive method in their imitation framework for extract the useful object-directed actions,
in which the correspondence is solved by the action recognition algorithm.

With the resolved correspondence problem, we can derive a the policy π with state-
action pairs {(s, a)} in the viewpoint of a robot. according to different way we mod-
elling a policy, the learning method are changing. Here we summarised several general
mathematical models commonly implemented in modelling π and categorized them in
three machine learning fashions, which are supervised learning, reinforcement learning
and meta learning.
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2.4 Robot Skill Learning

2.4.1 Supervised learning

In the formalisation of a robot system, the policy is a function a = π(s). Providing
the inputs {s} and the outputs or labels {a}, we can define a loss function L w.r.t the
parameters of π and optimize it as follows,

π∗ = argmin
π

∑
{(s,a)}

L(π|s, a) (2.8)

This is a typical supervised learning (SL) problem.

Finite-State Machine

Initially, a control policy is simply a scheme Sanders et al. (2016), the autonomy of
the robot system is realised by a finite-state machine (FSM). A FSM is modelled as
a state-transition table, for each input state s, there is a ‘IF-THEN’ rules to give the
subsequent action a, which regarded as a instantiation of people’s knowledges on a
skill. Sisbot et al. Sisbot et al. (2007) proposed a human aware mechanism for mobile
robot motion planner, which based on a FSM to parse the relationship between the
finite states S and the actions A. Due to the limited number of states in S or A, a FSM
can be easily analytically defined rather than learned by supervised learning. Finally,
the motion planner is able to plan motions in a certain task with human partners. With
the increasing number of states in S, fuzzy control scheme Seraji & Howard (2002)
are applied to modelling the policy in the robot system, Mandivc et al. Mandič et al.

(1985) proposed a two-level heuristic fuzzy rule-based FSM, trained on pairs of input
and output in a desired task using supervised learning. Moudgal et al. Moudgal et al.

(1994) deployed a multi-stage fussy FSM in controlling a link robot.

Neural network

If the number of states in S continue to grow, rules in FSM will become rather complex,
thus other parametrised models, such as neural networks (NN), have been introduced
to enhance the capability of FSM in policy modelling. Abubaker AbuBaker (2012)
proposed a NN based policy along with a fuzzy controller for the mobile robot navi-
gation, named neuro-fuzzy optimizing. A feed-forward neural network trained on the
dataset using supervised learning, is applied for fuzzy rule selection. Reignier et al.
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Reignier et al. (1997) proposed a grow and learn (GAL) network, which is able to be
optimized by supervised incremental learning. Bai et al. Bai et al. (2017) studied deep
supervised learning methods in deriving a policy in a robot exploration tasks. Similar
NN based supervised policy learning methods are enormous, such as Sulzberger et al.

(1993) Watanabe et al. (1996) Parhi & Singh (2010).

Other models

Apart from FSM, fuzzy logic and neural network as the main stream models of robot
policy in LfD, there are also other kind policy models can be learned using supervised
learning. Support vector machine (SVM) is a powerful classifier, with a large set of
kernel functions. It has been applied in transferring human tracking and catching skill
to a robot Huang & Xu (2007), learning robot hand grasping Pelossof et al. (2004)
and local path planning in mobile robot navigation Charalampous et al. (2015). More
models include Random forest Jia et al. (2019) Wang et al. (2015), HMM Rozo et al.

(2011) Rozo et al. (2013), to name but a few are also learned from demonstration data
{(s, a)} via supervised learning.

2.4.2 Reinforcement learning

Reinforcement learning (RL) Barto & Dietterich (2004) is another important categorise
of method in robot policy learning and the learning process can be viewed as a se-
quential supervised learning. Dynamic Programming (DP), a branch of Operations
research, is focusing on finding the optimal solution to a sequential decision process.
However, the global optima is hard to find in a DP, if we consider the Markov prop-
erty Blackwell (1962) in a DP, the problem will be simplified. Nowadays, the MDPs,
as we discussed in BC, is adopted as the standard model of a RL, in which the state
set S, action set A, a policy π, a reward function r and the state transition probability
P (s′|s, a) are the 5 key components. The reward function r is the learning signal, sim-
ilar to the loss function L in supervised learning. Hence, the goal of RL, computing
a optimal policy π∗, is formalised as optimization of a state-value function vπ(s) or a
action-value function qπ(s, a) Sutton & Barto (2018), which is defined as a cumulative
rewards during one attempt following a policy. According to the Bellman equation, we
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have,
vπ(s) = E

pπ(a|s)
qπ(s, a) (2.9)

qπ(s, a) = E
p(s′|s,a)

[
r(s, a) + γvπ(s

′)
]

(2.10)

where, γ is the discount factor to put weights on the future rewards, r(s, a) is the
rewards under a certain action a at state s. There are various RL algorithms have been
proposed based on the definitions of two value functions. However, we should notice,
the reward function is essential in the RL.

Reward Functions

Reward function as the source learning signal, usually specified by examining the hu-
man behaviour from demonstrations. Designing a reward function in RL is tradition-
ally regarded as an empirical task, but there are also some scholars who attempt to
apply machine learning in this empirical task. Inverse reinforcement learning (IRL)
originated from multi-attribute utility assessment in economics Russell (1998), devel-
oped into the method to fit the parameters of a reward function. Ng and Russell Ng
et al. (2000) gave a definition of IRL as optimizing the reward function given mea-
surements of time sequential demonstrations. Abbeel and Ng Abbeel & Ng (2004)
proposed a simple linear function of state features as a function approximation of the
expected reward function and named is as Apprenticeship Learning (AL).

r(s, a) = ω⊤ · ϕ(s, a) (2.11)

where, ϕ(s, a) is the state feature under a certain policy. This AL method has been
successfully applied in a helicopter aerobatics learning Abbeel et al. (2010). Rucker
et al.Rucker et al. (2020) applied kernels in reward function approximation, which
improved the performance of apprenticeship learning on large state space. Maximum
Margin Planning (MMP) Ratliff et al. (2006) is another methodology in solving IRL, it
applied quadratic programming in optimizing the approximator of the reward function.
It is different from AL Syed & Schapire (2008), which assume the demonstration as
the global policy for us to infer a reward function, while MMP only regard the demon-
stration as an instantiation of the underlying policy. Other algorithm for solving IRL
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includes structured classification Klein et al. (2012), information theory based method
Aghasadeghi & Bretl (2011) Boularias et al. (2011), Bayesian method Choi & Kim
(2013) Levine et al. (2011), Neural Network based IRL Xia & El Kamel (2016) Li
et al. (2018). Once we built up the proper reward function, the RL problem can be
straight-forwardly solved within the MDPs framework.

Policy Optimization

Policy optimization method in RL is intend to optimize a parametrized policy πθ w.r.t.
θ. One famous example is using the deep neural network (DNN) policy in teaching
an agent to play the games of Go Silver et al. (2016). This consist of a DNN policy
initially learned from human demonstration via supervised learning, then the policy
is refined via Monte Carlo based search method. However, due to the Monte Carlo
method, the computational complexity is high. Stadie et al. Stadie et al. (2017) pro-
posed a LfD method based on generative adversarial networks (GAN) with a policy
gradient method for network training. A Guided Policy Search (GPS) Levine & Abbeel
(2014) is a well-known RL framework for LfD, and comparing with supervised policy
learning method, it is able to let a robot learn a time-varying linear-Gaussian policy
with demonstrations from a teacher. Ennen et al. Ennen et al. (2019) formulated their
learning problem in the GPS framework, in which the proposed Generative Motor
Reflex policy was a blend of variational autoencoder (VAE) and the linear-Gaussian
controller. Chebotar et al. Chebotar et al. (2017) integrated the policy improvement
with path integrals (PI2) into GPS framework and achieved direct torque control with
visual inputs via a DNN policy. Yahya et al. Yahya et al. (2017) achieved a robot
learning the open door skill from human kinesthetic demonstrations. They applied a
DNN policy and optimize it with asynchronous distributed GPS. Xiong et al. Xiong
et al. (2018) proposed an incremental variant of GPS. With the sequentially arriving
data, it is able to learn control policies in pendulum and robotic manipulations.

Q-learning

Q-learning is an action value function-based RL method, instead of optimize a parametrised
policy, it learns by indirectly optimization of an action value function, as defined in
Eq. 10. De et al. De Andres et al. (2018) applied the Q-learning in learning high-level
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skills of a 4-finger robotic hand manipulation. Recently, a deep neural network base Q-
function, namely DQN Gu et al. (2017), received a lot of attentions. Mnih et al. Mnih
et al. (2013) presented an DQN based method, teaching an agent play Atari 2600 com-
puter games with only pixel inputs. The DQN provided a model-free RL method and
result in an ϵ-greedy policy Farebrother et al. (2018). Following the articles focusing
on theoretical discussion of the DQN, Zhou et al. Zhou et al. (2018) proposed a mobile
robot path planning method based on DQN. Chen et al. Chen et al. (2020) combined
the conditional DQN with fuzzy logic method for an autonomous driving task.

2.4.3 Meta learning

Mate learning is another emerging research topic in robot learning domain after the
booming of deep RL. It is designed to solve the learning problem with huge state S
or action A space, which usually intractable in RL. The relative simple tasks, such as
teaching an agent playing Go or Atari games we mentioned above, are successfully
solved with deep RL, since the number of states in those tasks are highly limited.
However, deep RL cannot providing supports in learning more complex tasks, like
playing StarCraft 2 Vinyals et al. (2017), due to the size of state set S approximating
infinite. In meta learning, we hope we can learn a meta skill from a huge amount
of demonstration, and instantiate a new skill from one one demonstrations. Hence,
the meta learning is acknowledged as the key technology in the future of artificial
intelligence.

Model-Agnostic Meta Learning

The concept behind mete learning has long existed, it implies our hope of an agent
to learn ‘how to learn’. Finn et al. Finn et al. (2017a) proposed a framework named
Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning (MAML), aims at training a meta model, which can be
easily adapted to a new machine learning tasks. MAML as a universal framework de-
pending on the gradient through a gradient to learn, was studied with inference problem
of a hierarchical Bayesian model Grant et al. (2018). MAML has been implemented in
end-to-end visuomotor policy learning with a single human demonstration Finn et al.

(2017b), which is also called one-shot learning. Specificity, one/few-shot learning asks
an agent to acquire the gist of a series of human skills, and can quickly learn a new
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skill from one single or few demonstrations in various environment. The process robot
learning the gist from human demonstrations is regarded as meta-learning. Yu et al.

Yu et al. (2018b) demonstrated a interesting experiments, which applied kinesthetic
teaching on a PR2 robot, after mete learning by MAML, the agent is able to get a new
skill via one human demonstration and act it out by a Sawyer robot Yu et al. (2018a).
This study intelligently avoided the corresponding problem in LfD.

Recurrent Neural Network based Meta Learning

Except the gradient based MAML, recurrent neural network (RNN) is also an im-
portant method in meta learning. Duan et al. proposed a RNN based mate learning
known as RL2, which takes advantages of the memory characteristic of the Gated Re-
current Units (GRUs), to generalise a RL learning process in meta learning. Wang
et al. Wang et al. (2016) proposed a deep meta-RL for meta learning problem, in
which a special Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) network was used, and a one-shot
navigation task has been studied within their algorithm framework. In one-shot learn-
ing problem, Duan et al. Duan et al. (2017) introduced attention mechanism over a
RNN and achieved block stacking tasks learning form human demonstrations. Neural
programmer-interpreters (NPI) Reed & De Freitas (2015), can be viewed as another
meta learning model, based on a LSTM and a neural Turing machines. This NPI is
designed to train an agent to generate new program, which can also be seen as a policy,
with small amount of data.

2.5 Case Study

Up to this point of this survey, we have systematically reviewed the state-of-the-art
technologies in solving the robot skill learning from human demonstration problem.
In this chapter, we are going to study the practical cases of robot skill learning ac-
cording to the paradigm we structured in above chapters. Unlike traditional end-to-
end machine learning task, such as gesture recognition, robot skill learning is a rather
complex research topic, and requires the researchers to consider these major problems,
perception, representation and learning, simultaneously and collaboratively. However,
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for each individual article we reviewed, the researchers may only focus on one or two
aforementioned problems in our framework.

There are some simple cases to show how scholars carry out robot skill learning in
terms of our proposed framework. Zhan et al. Zhan et al. (2018) studied a multi-agent
basketball skill learning from human demonstration. In their study, the demonstration
perception is not detailed, but we can infer that the human demonstration trajectory is
collected in a Non-contact manner. The low-level skills are represented by BC, while
the high-level skills are named macro-intents in their study, which is learned by an
RNN with stochastic gradient descent, a supervised learning method for optimizing
a NN. In a self-driving skill learning task Bojarski et al. (2016), human demonstra-
tions are collected while driving a car, which is a typical on-robot perception. As the
low-level skills represented as steering commands, which are actually hard-codes, the
training data for high-level policy, a convolutional neural network (CNN), are built up
the trace {(s, a)} of the BC model with the road images and a steering command.

More cases are conclude and sorted in Table 2.2 according to the wide range of
robot application scenario, such as household activities, human in-hand manipulation
skills, navigation, aerobatic maneuvers, assembly, gaming and so fourth.

2.6 Summary of This Chapter

We have surveyed the state-of-the-art technologies in robot learning from human demon-
stration in the respect of both robot students and the human teachers to give a system-
atical introduction to those popular approaches. LfD is a general framework to robot
learning problem, however existing surveys Argall et al. (2009) Billard & Grollman
(2013) Calinon (2018) Zhu & Hu (2018) on this topic only gave abstract overviews
on LfD framework without deep insight of the technologies implemented and lack
of details on how those technologies play their roles in the frameworks. This survey
reviewed all the latest technologies within the robot skill learning from human, some
may even not quite fit the LfD framework. We organised the survey form both teaching
and learning aspects, details the function of different methods in teaching or learning.

Form the teaching side, we investigated the way people deliver their demonstrations
of the skill and how do the demonstrations perceived, where many latest advances in
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Table 2.2: Application cases of robot learning from human demonstrations

Skills to learn References

Household activities: Figueroa et al. (2016) Figueroa & Billard (2017) Dillmann (2004)

Kormushev et al. (2011) Rajeswaran et al. (2017) Jia et al. (2019)

Chebotar et al. (2017) Yu et al. (2018a) Yu et al. (2018b)

In-hand manipulations: Kumar et al. (2016) Pilarski et al. (2011) Gupta et al. (2016)

Navigation: Parhi & Singh (2010) Reignier et al. (1997) Seraji & Howard (2002)

Aerobatic maneuvers: Abbeel & Ng (2004) Abbeel et al. (2010) Anderson et al. (2000)

Morales & Sammut (2004) Buskey et al. (2003)

Assembly: Peternel et al. (2015) Suomalainen & Kyrki (2018) Rozo et al. (2011)

Rozo et al. (2013) Stadie et al. (2017) Ennen et al. (2019)

Gaming: Ping-pong Mülling et al. (2013), Go Silver et al. (2016),

Bilboquet Vollmer & Hemion (2018) Nemec et al. (2010)

Kober et al. (2008),

StarCraft 2 Vinyals et al. (2017), Ateri 2600 Mnih et al. (2013).

Other skills: Surgical skills Calinon et al. (2014) Mayer et al. (2003),

Impedance skills Kober et al. (2008),

Collaborative skills Rozo et al. (2016),

Simple motions Levine et al. (2011) Stramandinoli et al. (2018).
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HCI come into applications successfully. Due to the human demonstration data im-
plying the skills are in high dimensions, certain representation methods are usually
applied to represent human skills before they are learned by the robot. A two-level
skill representation, low- and high-level hierarchy, is proposed in this survey for us to
demonstrate how a human skill is represented with a composition of low-level static
primitives according to a high-level policy. In the robot learning phase, the low-level
skills are postulated as prior, while the high-level skills are learned by machine learn-
ing algorithms. After considering the correspondence problem between humans and
robots, we reviewed the cutting edge machine learning technologies applied in learning
a policy for a robot agent. Finally, we categorised those reviewed studies with practical
top-down robot learning tasks. As rapid progress of research in robot learning domain,
many new challenges have come out with various robot application scenarios.

2.6.1 Challenges in robot learning from human demonstrations

Effective human demonstration perception

According to the way we percept the demonstrations, we will receive different type of
data. On-robot perception results in the equalities in SD = S and AD = A, which sim-
plified the corresponding in later skill representations and the sensing accuracy would
be high , but relative intensive efforts are needed for human to finish a task via the
robot body. If on-human perceptions is chosen for demonstration data collection, the
human can perform the skills more intuitively. However it will increase the difficul-
ties in solving corresponding problem. Non-contact perception is the way for human
deliver demonstration most freely, but it has limited sensing accuracy and complex in
correspondence. We can find various research on robot learning with above perception
methods, each of them are chosen in different tasks according to their characteristics.
Thus, to percept human demonstrations both accurately and intuitively is still a major
challenge, few scholars using more than one perception methods in one demonstra-
tions Dillmann (2004) and takes advantages of different perception methods. As for
complex demonstration of a skill, is usually a composition of several primitive actions
Figueroa & Billard (2017), how to segment each primitives from a entire demonstra-
tion is another challenge in data collecting.
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2.6 Summary of This Chapter

Learning from limited data

Learning a policy for the robot agent is regarding as a machine learning problem.
Thus, we summarised the related work according the way a policy is learned, namely,
supervised learning, reinforcement learning and meta learning. With the increasing
complexity of a task, usually a policy would be highly flexible to cover rather large
state and action space, which in turn requires more data for training. Model-based RL
increased the data efficiency by modelling the environment for a robot agent to interact
with, where the robot is learning its skill. One or few-shot learning is proposed to
learn a new skill from only one or few demonstrations. In this framework, only few
demonstrations are needed for the robot to acquire a new skill, but a so called meta
skill is prerequisite and leaning the meta policy also needs enormous training data.

Robot skill reproduction

Correspondence is the inevitable when the robot is reproducing the skill, regardless of
what kind of human skill is transferred. This is caused by the physical inequality of hu-
man and the robot body, so except the skill collected by on-robot perception, the skill
is performed via the robot body, the inequality will increase the difficulty of skill re-
producing. Some research Yu et al. (2018b) Yu et al. (2018a) based on a meta-learning
method to avoid considering the correspondence problem, which is also called one-
shot skill learning. This could be a new idea for solving the corresponding problem
using machine learning. However, from most studies we reviewed, the human skills
are usually reproduced with manual defined correspondence, since the skills and the
kinematics of a robot are diverse in different human-robot skill transfer cases. Addi-
tionally, due to the correspondence problem, there are no universal metrics for us to
evaluate the skill learning quality for a robot and each individual may have his of her
own criterion to judge the performance of the learned skills.

2.6.2 Future directions

Regarding the wide application of LfD in robotics, we anticipate the future technolog-
ical development will overcome the existing challenges as discussed in this chapter.
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2.6 Summary of This Chapter

The focuses of this thesis are on developing new approaches to the challenges in per-
ception, learning and reproduction. Thus, I will develop a new human skill perception
system to collect human demonstrations effectively. To learn skill efficiently, a novel
model and parameter estimation algorithms will proposed to better learn from human
demonstrations. Reproducing will be achieved by a dedicated regression algorithm and
inverse kinematics.
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Chapter 3

A Gaussian Mixture Model with
Curved Principal Axis Components

This chapter focuses on a novel probabilistic mixture model, which is the core model in
the human-robot skill transfer. Gaussian mixture model is the prototype for modelling
the skills since its uncertainty will effectively describe a skill from multiple human
demonstrations. However, because of the linear Gaussian component, it is not efficient
in encoding non-linear data. In this chapter, a Gaussian mixture model with curved
principal axe will be proposed to enhance the non-linearity of the original GMM, such
that it will be more competent to model a human skill which is usually highly non-
linear.

3.1 Introduction to the Gaussian mixture model

Gaussian mixture model Reynolds (2009) as a probabilistic model is popular for its
versatility. The specialised unsupervised parameter estimation framework, EM algo-
rithm Bonald (2019), coming with GMM is supported by the MLE theorem, which
further fertilizes its application field. In robotics Grollman & Billard (2011) Calinon
et al. (2006) Calinon & Billard (2008), image segmentation Chen et al. (2017) Ji et al.

(2012) Zivkovic (2004), natural language processing Povey et al. (2011) Higuchi et al.

(2017), signal processing Ito et al. (2016) Rajaguru & Prabhakar (2017) and other
machine learning related aspects, GMM always plays a strong role.
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3.1 Introduction to the Gaussian mixture model

3.1.1 The variants of the GMM

Since the emerging of conventional GMM and its specialised EM parameter estima-
tion framework, many scholars have been kept optimising the model, to expand the
application area and improve the adaptability of it. Current EM cannot learn the num-
ber of membership Gaussian models in a GMM, to sidestep the difficulty in defining
the component number in a mixture, Rasmussen (2000) proposed an infinite-GMM. In
this model, the conditional posteriors for the indicators, or the mixture coefficients, are
belonging to a certain continuous distribution. This assumption invalidated the EM in
training GMM, thus a non-parameter Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method,
Gibbs sampling Kamper (2013), was used to replace EM.

However, relying on MCMC method the training speed is much slower than the
analytical EM algorithm. Instead of being innovative with the way of mixing, other
scholars who focused on bringing new component models in a mixture. Lin & Dayan
(1999) proposed a curved Gaussian model with a non-linear volume preserving trans-
formations. However, the analytical estimation of single curved Gaussian is based on
the principal coordinates of the full dataset, which did not optimize the mean and cur-
vatures of the model cooperatively, and duo to this reason, the learning mixture model
is not specified in their paper. Moreover, this Gaussian variant is of high freedom,
which might cause over-fitting, especially when building a mixture model with them.

To avoid over-fitting, Zhang et al. (2005) found another way to bend each Gaussian
model (GM) in a GMM and named this model as active curve axis Gaussian mixture
model (AcaGMM). The way Zhang et al. used to bend a GM, is called principal
curves Hastie & Stuetzle (1989), this is based on a curved principal axis and has a
Gaussian distribution along the curved axis. However, the AcaGMM was learned by
optimizing the positions, orientations and curvatures of all principal axe, while the rest
of parameters of a AcaGMM were found by a generalised EM, a random search based
algorithm, which dose not guarantee the convergence of the leaning process and would
substantially increases the computational complexity.

Following the idea of Zhang et al., Ju & Liu (2011) pushed forward the research
of AcaGMM. They fused the AcaGMM and GMM to be a new one and added expo-
nential weights into the probability density function, and named it as a novel fuzzy
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3.2 Gaussian Distribution with Curved Principal Axis

Gaussian mixture model (FGMM). FGMM introduced a judging mechanism to deter-
mine whether the principal curves will be applied by evaluating the curvatures of the
principal axes. Ju & Liu (2012) also provided the analytical solutions for estimating
the parameters of the FGMM, which implemented least-squares fitting (LSFM) for
finding the parameters related to the principal axes but iteratively updating the rest of
parameters using the modified EM algorithm. Unfortunately, this hybrid parameter
estimation framework cannot guarantee the iteration convergence state is the global
optimal since the optimal of two cost functions in LSFM and EM are not equivalent.

3.1.2 The reminder of this chapter

To overcome those shortages in the latest Gaussian based mixture models with cus-
tomized components, we alternatively proposed a brand-new curved principal axis
Gaussian mixture model (CGMM). Unlike the FGMM, the new CGMM is built with
the probabilistic legitimacy, which intends to improve the non-linear data fitting capa-
bility and reduce the difficulty of parameter estimation. The CGMM is introduced as a
mixture of finite number of curved principal axis Gaussian models (CGM) which are
of higher non-linearity compared with the original Gaussian model (GM). Meanwhile,
because the CGM only has one flexible axis, the principal axis, it requires less param-
eters to be defined, which in turn avoids over-fitting during the parameter estimation.
Subsequently, as a weighted mixture of CGMs, the CGMM is more flexible due to its
curved components. In the following sections, the CGM will be firstly derived from
the GM and a iterative parameter estimation algorithm will be proposed. Second, like
the way GMM is built, the PDF of the CGMM will be defined.

3.2 Gaussian Distribution with Curved Principal Axis

The single multidimensional Gaussian distribution is also known as the normal dis-
tribution, so for convenience, the PDF of it is conventionally denoted as N(x|µ,Σ)
and,

N(x|µ,Σ) = 1

(2π)
d
2

√
|Σ|

exp

[
−(x− µ)⊤Σ−1(x− µ)

2

]
(3.1)
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3.2 Gaussian Distribution with Curved Principal Axis
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Figure 3.1: A geometrical description of Gaussian parameters

where x = (x1, x2, · · · , xd)⊤ is a d-dimensional column vector in Rd. µ and Σ are the
mean vector and covariance matrix, which controls the position, orientation and shape
of the GM. A GM describes the normal probability density in Rd Euclidean space, so
the iso-density points form the surface of an ellipsoid. The principal axis of the ellip-
soid is defied as the longest one, therefore the CGM is named for its curved principal
axis. In AcaGMM Zhang et al. (2005), the curve of each component model is shaped
by a non-injective map between a Euclidean space and a curved manifold. According
to this map, when the curvature of principal axis is relatively large, the PDF is given
as a sum of 3 overlapped projective points. However, because of overlapped projec-
tive points the Euclidean space and the curved manifold is not homeomorphic, which
caused severe problem when the curvature approximate 0. To avoid this problem, we
applied a bijection map instead of the non-injective one to map points from the Eu-
clidean space to a more tractable manifold, and derive the CGM in a more explainable
way.

3.2.1 Decomposition of the covariance matrix

To illustrate the way we form curved principal axis Gaussian model, we started from
the original Gaussian model. A d-dimensional GM has d orthogonal axe, by applying
eigenvalue decomposition to covariance Σ, we have,

Σ = RSR⊤ (3.2)
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3.2 Gaussian Distribution with Curved Principal Axis
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Figure 3.2: The mapping process of the auxiliary function

where, R ∈ O(d), which is a orthogonal matrix and S = diag{σ2
1, · · · , σ2

d} is a diago-
nal matrix, with the eigenvalues of Σ on its diagonal.

To differ from the original GM, we rename the parameter from a geometrical point
of view. We denote C = µ as the centre coordinate of a Gaussian model in a d-
dimensional space, R can be viewed as a rotation matrix, which controls the orienta-
tion of a Gaussian model. Similarly, S = ss⊤, where s = diag{σ1, · · · , σd} named
the scaling matrix and σ1 ⩾ σ2 ⩾ · · · ⩾ σd, it is used to zoom in or out the axe
along d perpendicular directions, as shown in Fig. 3.1. With the decomposition of the
covariance matrix, we can rewrite Eq. 3.1 as,

N(x, C,R|0, S) = 1

(2π)
d
2

√
|S|

exp

−
[
R(x− C)

]⊤
S−1R(x− C)
2

 (3.3)

where, R and C can be regarded as the parameters of an affine transformation on
an original sample x, and all samples obey normal distribution with zero means and
variance S after the affine transformation.

3.2.2 Reshaping the Gaussian

In our methodology, the curve in a CGM is shaped by standard quadratic curves which
are parametrized by a set of quadratic coefficients {a1, · · · , ad−1}. An auxiliary func-
tion f(•) is introduced to express the idea of the proposed CGM. We also defined a
special non-linear transfer A. Normally, a linear transfer in a Rd Euclidean space is
conducted by left multiplying a d×d square matrix with the column vector x. Inspired
by this, we defined a special matrix to perform the non-linear transfer. Intuitively
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3.2 Gaussian Distribution with Curved Principal Axis
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Figure 3.3: Non-linear transfer A

speaking, this special matrix is defined in a to bend all the subspace which orthogo-
nal to the first dimension of x along quadratic curves. A is the only identifier of the
non-linear transfer matrix in this paper, the form of it is,

A =


1 0 · · · 0
a1◦ 1 · · · 0

...
... . . . ...

ad−1◦ 0 · · · 1

 (3.4)

Unlike a linear transfer matrix, the main diagonal elements of A are all 1 and the
second row to the d-th row of its first column are made up of special elements, which
are combinations of a constant value at and a operator ◦. When it left multiply a vector
element x, the result will be a weighted square of x,

at◦x
def
= atx

2 (3.5)

in the definition above, the constant value a is a quadratic coefficient. With certain
a1, · · · , ad−1, the non-linear transfer A is shifting the 2 to d dimensions perpendicular
to first dimension with certain distances,

Ax = (x1, x2 + a1x
2
1, · · · , xd + ad−1x

2
1)

⊤ (3.6)

where, left multiplying A with a row vector x maps it into a curved space, as shown in
Fig.3.3. Subsequently, the auxiliary function was given as,

f(x) = AR(x− C) (3.7)
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3.2 Gaussian Distribution with Curved Principal Axis

with is designed to map vector x from its original space into a normalised curved

space. For example, there is a set of vectors X = {xi}Ni=1, which are sampled from an
agnostic probability distribution X i.i.d.∼ P (x), as shown in Fig. 3.2(a). This distribution
contains an arc geometrically, thus it cannot be satisfactorily approximated by a single
GM. However, by mapping X into a curved space, it can be well fitted by a zero mean
Gaussian. The mapping process is achieved by the auxiliary function, which can be
visualised as Fig. 3.2(b)-(e). Firstly, subtracting C by each point, the centre of the
agnostic distributed samples are aligned with the origin, this operation is transferring
all samples from their original space into a normalized space. Then, each normalised
sample is transferred to the rotated space by left multiplying matrix R so that the
principal axis of this distribution is horizontally aligned, as shown in 3.2(d). Lastly,
non-linear transfer A maps each sample form the rotated space into a curved space.
The 3 operations carried out by the auxiliary function will transfer the original data
into a curved space; this auxiliary function will normalise reduce the non-linearity of
samples in original space, and reshapes them according to a standard GM .

3.2.3 The PDF of a curved principal axis Gaussian model

As we have defined the auxiliary function f(•), the curve is introduced by the non-
linear transformation A. Therefore, with the reference of Eq. 3.3, the PDF of CGM
can be regard as a composite function of a d-dimensional Gaussian function N(•|0, S)
and an auxiliary function f(•). It is easy to prove that, the Jacobian matrix of the
non-linear transformation A is lower triangular, actually only the elements on its first
column and diagonal are non zero, so the auxiliary function is a measure preserving
transformation Adler & Weiss (1973). We denote the PDF as Nc(x|C,R, S,A), since
the probabilistic legality still holds, we have,

Nc(x|C,R, S,A) = N(f(x)|0, S) = 1

(2π)
d
2

√
|S|

exp

[
−f(x)

⊤S−1f(x)
2

]
(3.8)

where, the parameter set of a CGM is defined as θ = {C,R, S,A}, they geomet-
rical controls the position, orientation and shape of a CGM Nc(•|θ) in the original

space. Normally, the non-linear transfer A as a d-dimensional matrix, there are d − 1
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3.3 Parameter Estimation of the Curved Principal Axis Gaussian Model

adjustable parameter, see Appendix A. We write those curvatures in a d-dimensional
vector adding a 0 as the first element, namely a = (0, a1, · · · , ad−1)

⊤ ∈ Rd. When the
curvatures continuously decreases to zero a → 0, then A → I (identity matrix I rep-
resents the element values in A, but without affect on its intrinsic operators) the curves
will vanish and the CGM is degenerating to a original GM. Thus, according to Eq. 3.2
and Eq. 3.3, we have Nc(•|C,R, S, I) = N(•|C,RSR⊤). Therefore, the original GM
is covered by the mathematical definition of the proposed CGM.

3.3 Parameter Estimation of the Curved Principal Axis
Gaussian Model

The structure of CGM is more flexible than a GM, because of the larger number of
free parameters. To make the best of the high freedoms of a CGM in data fitting,
the parameters should be properly assigned. We propose an algorithm in maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) framework for parameter estimation and optimization.
There are 4 independent parameters in the parameter set θ = {C,R, S,A} working
together controls the CGM, with a set of d-dimensional training samples X = {xi}Ni=1

or we call them as observations in the statistical point of view, the parameters are
iteratively estimated.

Firstly, we denote the sample covariance of training set X as Cov(X), so according
to the definition of R in Eq. 3.2, it can be estimated by eigenvalue decomposing,

R∗ = evdR[Cov(X)] (3.9)

where, the operator evdR(•) is to execute eigenvalue decomposing and return the R as
in Eq. 3.2.

Secondly, C is the parameter controlling the spacial position of a cGM, but there is
no analytical solution from direct MLE with training samples X. Fortunately, as a point
estimation, C can be iteratively estimated in curved space by MLE and transferred to
the original space by an inverse of the auxiliary function, so,

µ∗
CS =

1

N

N∑
i=1

f(xi) (3.10)
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3.3 Parameter Estimation of the Curved Principal Axis Gaussian Model

where µCS is the MLE of mean with respect of the samples in curved space as shown
in Fig. 3.2(e) and the following iterative formula gives the way to optimize C,

C := f−1(µ∗
CS) (3.11)

where f−1(x) = R−1A−1x +C, which is a inverse of the auxiliary function f(x). The
inverse of the non-linear transfer is A−1 and the details of computing it is given in the
following paragraph.

The inverse of non-linear transfer In the parameter estimation of cGMM, we need
the inverse transfer of A. The inverse transfer is shifting the 2-th to d-th dimension
of x with an opposite direction of A dose. To derive the inverse, we take the left
multiplication of A with column vector x as a function, namely,

Ax = A(x) = x + A · (x⊙ x) (3.12)

where, ⊙ is known as Hadamard product or element-wise product, A is a substitution
matrix of non-linear transfer A, which also stores all the curvatures but with no extra
operators, as

A =


0 0 · · · 0
a1 0 · · · 0
...

... . . . ...
ad−1 0 · · · 0

 (3.13)

Thus, the inverse of A equals to a inverse function A−1(x), we assume that,

y = x + A · (x⊙ x) (3.14)

according to the form of A, we have A(x⊙ x) = A(y⊙ y) so,

y− A · (y⊙ y) = x (3.15)

As a consequence, the inverse function A−1(x) is the non-linear transfer A−1,

A−1 =


1 0 · · · 0
−a1◦ 1 · · · 0

...
... . . . ...

−ad−1◦ 0 · · · 1

 (3.16)
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3.3 Parameter Estimation of the Curved Principal Axis Gaussian Model

Thirdly, we used MLE to learn ΣCS with the samples {f(xi)}Ni=1 in the curved

space and S is preformed by eigenvalue decomposition of ΣCS .

ΣCS := Cov[f(X)] =
1

N

N∑
i=1

f(xi)f(xi)
⊤ (3.17)

S = evdS(ΣCS) (3.18)

where, the operator evdS(•) is to decompose the operand and to return a diagonal
matrix which consists of all the eigenvalues of the operand, in the order from the largest
to the smallest eigenvalue.

Finally, to estimate curvature parameter A, we transferred the training samples
xi ∈ X into a rotated space, as shown in Fig. 3.2(d), the transferred samples are
belong to a new set U,

ui = R∗(xi − C) (3.19)

where ui ∈ U, according to MLE, we have,

A∗ = argmax
A

L(A|U, ∁θA)

= argmax
A

N∑
i=1

lnN(Aui|0, S)
(3.20)

where ∁θA is the complement parameter set leaving out A. In this step, except A, all
other parameters are determined. To maximize the log-likelihood, we need each partial
derivative of it w.r.t. the at in A, namely,

∂L(at|U, ∁θat)
∂at

= −
N∑
i=1

(
∂A

∂at
ui

)⊤

S−1(Aui) (3.21)

where the partial derivative of A w.r.t. at is defined as follows.

Derivative of non-linear transfer matrix We firstly calculate the differential of Ax
w.r.t. the substitution matrix A,

dAx = vec(dAx) = [(x⊙ x)⊤ ⊗ Id] vec(dA) (3.22)
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3.3 Parameter Estimation of the Curved Principal Axis Gaussian Model

where, vec(•) is the vectorization operator, which is is used to simplify the process
calculating the differential w.r.t. a matrix, and ⊗ is the Kronecker product. Id is an
d×d identity matrix. Only the first column inA contains non-zero elements, the rest of
elements are all zero, so we denote the first column as a vector a = (0, a1, · · · , ad−1)

⊤.
Then, according to the rule of matrix multiplication, we have,

vec(dAx) = (x21 · Id) vec(d a) (3.23)

where, x1 is the first element in x and the vec(•) operator can be omitted, since all the
operands are vectors already. Subsequently, the partial derivative of A(x) is,

∂Ax
∂a

= x21 · Id (3.24)

To consider each non-zero row at in a, we can separate x in the derivative above, then
the partial derivative of A w.r.t. at is

∂A

∂at
=



0 0 · · · 0
0◦ 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

1◦ 0
. . . 0

...
...

...
0◦ 0 · · · 0


(3.25)

where, except the value of first element in (t+ 1)-th row is 1, others are all 0.
Then, we let the Eq. 3.21 equal to 0 and solve the at, then the analytical solution

which maximizing log-likelihood is given as,

at := −
∑N

i=1 u
2
i1ui(t+1)∑N

j=1 u
4
j1

(3.26)

where, ui1 represents the first element in ui, ui(t+1) is the (t + 1)-th element in ui =

(ui1, ui2, · · · , uid)⊤, those notations simplify the expression of formulas. We sum-
marised the process from Eq. 3.9 to Eq. 3.26 in the CGM parameter estimation frame-
work as Algorithm 1,
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3.4 A Mixture of Curved Principal Axis Gaussian Models

Algorithm 1 Parameter estimation of a CGM
Require: Training sample set X
R← Eq. (3.9) {Estimate the rotation matrix}
set S = I , A = I , C = 1

N

∑N
i=1 xi {Initialize S with a identity matrix, set curve

parameters in A as 0 and set C as the sample mean of X }
repeat
C ← Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11)
S ← Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18)
A← Eq. (3.26)
L(θ|X) =

∑N
i=1 lnNc(xi|C,R, S,A)

until ∆L(θ|X) ⩽ ε {Cease iteration if the increment of log-likelihood between two
iterations less than the given threshold}

3.4 A Mixture of Curved Principal Axis Gaussian Mod-
els

Theoretically, the flexibility of finite probabilistic mixture model endows Gaussian the
capability to approximate any complex distributions in any finite-dimensional space.
However, when the number of component models in the mixture dramatically in-
creased, the model training process will become tedious. Thus the curvature introduced
into the GM improves the flexibility of the component model instead of increasing the
number of them. This results in a novel curved principal axis Gaussian mixture model.
The mixture coefficients of K component CGMs in a mixture are {π1, π2, · · · , πK},
which should satisfy

∑K
k=1 πk = 1. The PDF of a CGMM is defined as,

G(x|Θ) =
K∑
k=1

πkNc(x|θk) (3.27)

where, Θ = {π1, π2, · · · , πK , θ1, θ2, · · · , θK } is the parameter set of a CGMM and
θk = {Ck, Rk, Sk, Ak} is the parameter set for k-th member CGM in CGMM.
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3.5 Summary of This Chapter

3.5 Summary of This Chapter

This chapter proposed a novel CGMM, which is the mathematical model used for mod-
elling human motion skills. The original GMM has been used to model a human skill
from multiple motion trajectories for a long time because of its uncertainty. However,
GMM was not efficient in encoding non-linear data due to its linear component GM.
Therefore, a novel CGMM was derived based on the foundation laid by GMM. The
idea of my method is to introduce non-linearity to every GM in the mixture model,
which is achieved by a non-linear transfer. Those non-linear component in the CGMM
was named CGM. Meanwhile, to find the parameter of the CGM, a iterative parameter
estimation algorithm was proposed in this chapter, which is important in the parameter
estimation of the CGMM. Finally, The PDF and the parameter set of a CGMM were
defined at the end of this chapter, which is the mathematical model of human skill
modelling.
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Chapter 4

Fuzzy Parameter Estimation of a
Curved Principal Axis Gaussian
Mixture Model

Parameter estimation is the process we assign a set of parameters to a probabilistic
model, and it is also the way we learn or train a model in machine learning. So far,
many studies have been done to strengthen the learning algorithms for GMM. Ueda
et al. (1999) proposed a split and merge EM (SMEM) algorithm to dynamically ad-
just the number of component GMs in a GMM, which overcomes the local maximum
problem to a certain extent. Archambeau & Verleysen (2003) introduced regularized
Mahalanobis distance in the non-parameter GMM learning framework, which can help
to avoid the singularities of the likelihood function, approximating the true PDF arbi-
trarily well by increasing the number of components and also recovering from singular
sample covariance matrices during iterations. To optimise the converging speed of the
standard EM, Tran et al. (1998) introduced a fuzzy mechanism to improve its con-
vergence. Ju & Liu (2012) borrowed the idea from fuzzy clustering Memarsadeghi
et al. (2007) and replaced the probabilistic component posterior based object function
in EM using fuzzy membership based object function, which proved to accelerate the
converging speed. This chapter address parameter estimation problem for the CGMM.

Although there are many articles studied the parameter estimation for the variant of
GMM, the CGMM is unsolved because it is substantially a new model. Therefore, two
parameter estimation algorithm based on MLE will be proposed at first. To accelerate
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4.1 Parameter Estimation of a CGMM using Expectation Maximization

the convergence, a fuzzy based algorithm will be proposed as well. All the algorithms
are quantitatively estimated on datasets to verify their effectiveness.

4.1 Parameter Estimation of a CGMM using Expecta-
tion Maximization

Parameter estimation of a finite probabilistic mixture model is achieved by the Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm Dempster et al. (1977), which elaborately introduced a
latent variable Z along with observations X to simplify the parameter estimation pro-
cess. Specifically, for each xi there is a corresponding latent variable zi = k, which
indicates sample xi belongs to the k-th member model in the mixture and the probabil-
ity of the latent variable P (zi = k) = πk is the mixture coefficient. After introducing
the unobservable latent variables in the distribution of a mixture model, according to
Bayesian formula we have,

L(Θ|X) =
N∑
i=1

ln
K∑

zi=1

p(xi|zi,Θ)P (zi|Θ)

⩾
N∑
i=1

K∑
zi=1

p(zi|xi,Θ
old) ln

p(xi|zi,Θ)P (zi|Θ)

p(zi|xi,Θold)

⩾
N∑
i=1

K∑
zi=1

p(zi|xi,Θ
old) ln p(xi|zi,Θ)P (zi|Θ)

def
= Q(Θ,Θold)

(4.1)

according to Jensen’s Inequality Dempster et al. (1977), maximizing log-likelihood
L(Θ|X) is equivalent to maximizing the substitutive object function Q(Θ,Θold), hence,

Θ∗ = argmax
Θ

L(Θ|X) = argmax
Θ

Q(Θ,Θold) (4.2)

To estimate the parameters Θ of the CGMM, I proposed two novel algorithm, full

EM and EM+optimization, in line with the EM framework Dempster et al. (1977).
Full EM resembles the standard EM algorithm for a GMM, the mixture coefficients
πk is estimated in the E-step, while the rest of parameters are iteratively estimated in
the M-step. The alternative EM+optimization method takes advantages of the unified
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4.1 Parameter Estimation of a CGMM using Expectation Maximization

mathematical definition of the proposed CGM, which estimates the parameters in 2
phases. In the first phase, the original EM algorithm is applied to estimate the pa-
rameters of a CGMM like estimating the parameters of an original GMM, with all
curvatures Ak fixed to 0. In the second phase, the Algorithm 1 proposed in Chapter 3
will be utilised to locally fine-tune the parameters of each member CGM independently
to reach an optimal CGMM.

4.1.1 Full EM

Initialisation To better find an optimal parameter set of a CGMM, all the parame-
ters should be properly initialised. First of all, the dimension of the model should be
defined as a priori. The number of member CGM in a CGMM is predefined manu-
ally or selected according to information criteria such as, Akaike information criterion
(AIC), Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and Minimum description length (MDL)
Huang et al. (2017). Conventionally, the initial mixture coefficients are set as equally
as πk = 1/K, clustering centresCk are find in X by k-means or fuzzy C-means Sadaaki
& Masao (1997) and the covariances Σk. With the sample covariance of the whole
training set Cov(X), we initialise Rk = evdR[Cov(X)] and Sk = evdS[Cov(X)]. The
curvatures are all set to 0, so Ak = I .

E-step In this step, according to Eq. 3.27 and Eq. 4.1, we firstly give the term of xi’s
PDF condition on the latent variable zi as,

p(xi|zi,Θ) =
G(xi|Θ)

p(zi|Θ)
= Nc(xi|θzi) (4.3)

where this conditional PDF is exactly the PDF of the zi-th member CGM in the mix-
ture. Another conditional PDF p(zi|xi,Θ

old) in Eq. 4.1 is known as the membership
posterior, which means the responsibility of the zi-th member CGM in generating the
observation xi. Since this term frequently appears in subsequent formulas, we denote
this membership posterior as γik for convenience, it can calculated with total probabil-
ity formula,

γik
def
= p(zi|xi,Θ

old) =
p(xi|zi = k,Θold)∑K

j=1 p(xi|j,Θold)
(4.4)
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M-step In the maximization step, we are going to update all the parameters maximiz-
ing the object function Q(Θ,Θold). The old parameters in Θold or the initial values of
parameters are involved in iteratively calculating the membership posterior γik. Then,
maximizing Q(Θ,Θold) is equal to maximize the term in ln(•). As for estimating πk
under the constrain

∑K
k=1 πk = 1, the Lagrange multiplier method is applied, so the

iteration formula for mixture coefficient is,

πk :=

∑N
i=1 γik∑N

i=1

∑K
k=1 γik

(4.5)

In the definition of Rk, it describes the orientation of a CGM which locally match the
distributions of only part of the train samples. Thus, to estimate Rk, we split the whole
training set X into K non-overlapped groups and estimated each Rk with individual
Xk,

Xk = {xi|γik ⩾ γij, k ̸= j} (4.6)

where, j, k = 1, 2, · · · , K. The idea of the formula is classifying each samples into
the k-th group according to their maximum membership posteriors and Xk is used to
estimating the Rk of the corresponding CGM,

Rk := evdR[Cov(Xk)] (4.7)

where, Cov(Xk) is the covariance of the classified data in Xk.
It is the same as the challenge in estimating the clustering centre in a CGM, the

partial derivative of Q(Θ,Θold) w.r.t. Ck is analytically unsolvable. As a consequence,
we also regard the Ck as a point estimation and analytically estimate it in the curved

space, then transfer the point back to the original space, so the iteration formulas for
Ck is,

Ck := f−1
k

(∑N
i=1 γikfk(xi)∑N

i=1 γik

)
(4.8)

Sk is defined as the diagonal eigenvalue matrix derived from the covariance of
samples in curved space, thus,

ΣCSk :=

∑N
i=1 γikfk(xi)fk(xi)

⊤∑N
i=1 γik

(4.9)

Sk = svdS(ΣCSk) (4.10)
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Finally, the iteration formula of non-linear transfer Ak is also derived by maximiz-
ing Q(Θ,Θold), therefore, we calculate the partial derivative of the objective function
w.r.t. ak,t,

∂Q(Θ,Θold)

∂ak,t
= −

N∑
i=1

γik

(
∂Ak

∂ak,t
ui

)⊤

S−1(Akui) (4.11)

where,
ui = Rk(xi − Ck) (4.12)

ui is regarded as the projective sample of xi in the rotated space. This projection is
conducted via Eq. 4.12 with the parameters {Ck, Rk} of k-th CGM parameters. We
then let the Eq. 4.11 equal to 0, akt can be solved, for simplicity we expand the vector
ui = (ui1, ui2, · · · , uic)⊤, then,

ak,t := −
∑N

i=1 γiku
2
i1ui(t+1)∑N

j=1 γiku
4
j1

(4.13)

As a conclusion of the full EM process, we summarise this algorithm in Algorithm
2.

Algorithm 2 full EM for CGMM parameter estimation
Require: Training sample set X

set Ck = k-means(X), Rk = evdR[Cov(X)], Sk = evdS[Cov(X)] and Ak = I

{Initialise C, R, S and A of each CGM}
repeat

for k = 1 to K do
πk ← Eq. (4.5) {Updating the mixture coefficients}
Rk ← Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) {Updating R of each member CGM}
Ck ← Eq. (4.8) {Updating C of each member CGM}
Sk ← Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) {Updating S of each member CGM}
Ak ← Eq. (4.13) {Updating A of each member CGM}

end for
L(Θ|X) =

∑N
i=1 lnG(xi|Θ)

until ∆L(Θ|X) ⩽ ε {Cease iteration if the increment of log-likelihood between two
successive iterations less than the given threshold}
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4.1.2 EM and optimization

This section is introducing another parameter estimation algorithm for the CGMM,
the so called EM+optimization is executed in two phases. Firstly, we fix all curvature
parameters as 0, namely Ak = I , thus the member CGM Nc(•|Ck, Rk, Sk, I) degen-
erate to a GM N(•|Ck, RkSkR

⊤
k ), whose parameters could be iteratively estimated as

in the EM algorithm for the original GMM. At this phase, except curve parameter Ak,
the rest of parameters are updated following iterative formulas in a GMM parameter
estimation, we name this stage as non-curved EM. In the second phase, we fix the pa-
rameters except Ak as the local optimal reached at the first stage. Then, we classify
the whole training set X into K non-overlapped groups with the Eq. 4.6, parameters of
each CGM Nc(•|Ck, Rk, Sk, Ak) are fine-tuned by iteratively updating them using the
corresponding subset Xk, this stage called optimization.

Non-curved EM This phase contain a whole EM process, all parameters are ini-
tialised as they are in the full EM’s initialisation. With non-curved axis, our CGMM
degenerates to a standard GMM, whose parameters is defined as, πk are the same as
they are in CGMM, µk = Ck and Σk = RkSkR

⊤
k . In E-step, the membership poste-

rior γik is calculated using N(•|µk,Σk) in stead of Nc(•|θk). Then in M-step, πk are
iteratively calculated by Eq. 4.5 and µk, Σk are estimated by,

µk :=

∑N
i=1 γikxi∑N
i=1 γik

(4.14)

Σk :=

∑N
i=1 γik(xi − µk)(xi − µk)

⊤∑N
i=1 γik

(4.15)

Optimization In this phase, we firstly transfer the GMM’s parameters into the CGMM’s
parameters. Then we classify the training set X into K groups {Xk}Kk=1 by Eq. 4.6.
The parameters of the k-th CGM are updated via Xk using Algorithm 1 independently.

To be a conclusion, the EM+optimization framework is summarised as Algorithm
3.
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Algorithm 3 EM+optimization for CGMM parameter estimation
Require: Training sample set X

set µk = Ck = k-means(X), Σk = RkSkR
⊤
k = Cov(X) and Ak = I {Initialising

cluster centres, covariances and fix the curvatures}
repeat

for k = 1 to K do
πk ← Eq. (4.5) {Updating the mixture coefficients}
µk ← Eq. (4.14) {Updating means}
Σk ← Eq. (4.15) {Updating covariances}

end for
L(Θ|X) =

∑N
i=1 lnG(xi|Θ)

until ∆L(Θ|X) ⩽ ε {Cease iteration until convergence}
decompose Σk = RkSkR

⊤
k

repeat
reclassify X→ {Xk}Kk=1 using Eq. (4.6)
for k = 1 to K do
Ck ← Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) {Updating cluster centre of each member CGM}
Rk ← Eq. (4.7) {Updating covariance of each member CGM}
Sk ← Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) {Updating scaling matrix of each member CGM}

Ak ← Eq. (3.26) {Updating the curvature of each member CGM}
end for
L(Θ|X) =

∑N
i=1 lnG(xi|Θ)

until ∆L(Θ|X) ⩽ ε {Cease iteration if the increment of log-likelihood between two
successive iterations less than the given threshold}
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4.2 Parameter Estimation of a CGMM with a Fuzzy
Object Function

The introduced latent variable Z in EM algorithm, in other studies also regarded as
unobservable samples, which greatly simplified the process for us to apply MLE on
a finite mixture model. The object function Q(Θ,Θold) to the MLE problem was de-
rived with many approximate constraints, which may reduce the training speed of the
CGMM. To accelerate the convergence of the iteration, we introduce a probability-
based fuzzy object function Bezdek (2013) based on the fuzzy theory.

For CGMM, from the view of a fuzzy framework, the dissimilarity function is
defined as an inverse of probability,

d2ik =
1

πkNc(xi|θk)
(4.16)

where the dissimilarity can be regarded as a distance between the k-th cluster centre
and the sample xi. In standard EM framework, the indeterminate membership of a
observed sample xi is described the posterior of latent variable p(xi|zi,Θ). However,
in fuzzy framework, we define a fuzzy membership function based on the dissimilarity
d2ik,

ψik =

 K∑
j=1

(
d2ik
d2ij

)1/(m−1)
−1

(4.17)

where,m is the exponential weight or fuzziness on the fuzzy membership function ψik,
which is a pre-defined hype-parameter. Subsequently, the object function for a given
X is defined as the of total membership weighted dissimilarities,

F(X|Θ) =
N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

ψm
ikd

2
ik (4.18)

In stead of maximizing the posterior based object function Q(Θ,Θold) in aforemen-
tioned algorithms, optimizing the fuzzy object function F(X|Θ) can have a faster-
converging speed, the parameter set Θ are similarly estimated by,

Θ∗ = argmax
Θ

F(X|Θ) (4.19)
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The iteration formulas for estimating mixture coefficients are given as,

πk :=

∑N
i=1 ψik∑N

i=1

∑K
k=1 ψik

(4.20)

To estimateRk we firstly classify the training sample X by investigating their fuzzy
memberships ψik in stead of the membership posteriors γik,

Xk = {xi|ψik ⩾ ψij, k ̸= j} (4.21)

then,
Rk := evdR[Cov(Xk)] (4.22)

Similarly, remaining parameters for Nc(xi|θk) are updated as,

Ck := f−1
k

(∑N
i=1 ψikfk(xi)∑N

i=1 ψik

)
(4.23)

ΣCSk :=

∑N
i=1 ψikfk(xi)fk(xi)

⊤∑N
i=1 ψik

(4.24)

and
Sk = svdS(ΣCSk) (4.25)

To update the non-linear transfer parameter Ak for each component, we transfer the
whole dataset Xp the same as Eq. 4.12 and ui = {ui1, ui2, · · · , uic},

ak,t := −
∑N

i=1 ψiku
2
i1ui(t+1)∑N

j=1 ψiku4j1
(4.26)

To conclude this section, the proposed fuzzy parameter estimation algorithm has
the same mathematical form in terms of the iterative formulas compared to the prob-
abilistic algorithm. The only difference is the membership terms γik and ψik in those
two algorithms. In standard EM the membership posterior p(zi|xi,Θ) was used, while
in the fuzzy EM, the distance-based fuzzy membership function with fuzziness m took
the place of it. Moreover, the fuzzy-based method is compatible with both full EM and
EM+optimization two different parameter estimation algorithms. Additionally, while
using fuzzy object function in EM+optimization, the γik in Eq. 4.14 and Eq. 4.15
should be replaced with ψik.
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4.3 Evaluations of the Fuzzy Parameter Estimation Al-
gorithms

Our proposed CGMM along with the two parameter estimation algorithms, full EM

and EM+optimization, are quantitatively evaluated on different datasets, several ex-
periments are conducted to demonstrate the data fitting capabilities and the converging
property. All experiments are carried out on datasets of 3 different categories, which
are Gaussian distributed data, synthetic structured data and sensory data.

The data we manually generated and selected are trying to cover as more ap-
plication scenarios of the CGMM as possible. Gaussian data are uniformly sam-
pled from multiple Gaussian distributions, as shown in the captures next to legends
from first row of Fig. 4.1, we generated datasets which made up of 5 2-dimensional
Gaussians (N = 1000, d = 2), 6 2-dimensional curved principal axis Gaussians
(N = 1200, d = 2), 6 3-dimensional Gaussians (N = 900, d = 3) and 6 3-dimensional
curved principal axis Gaussians(N = 1800, d = 3). The structured data are also syn-
thetic, displayed in the second row of Fig. 4.1, we sampled 3 datasets from the graphs
of Arabic number ‘6’(N = 831, d = 2), letter ‘O’(N = 1149, d = 2) and letter
‘R’(N = 1515, d = 3) in Athelas font, especially, the 3D ‘R’ consist multiple lay-
ers of a 2D ‘R’, which made it to be a cloud points in 3D space. The last sub figure
in the same row, is randomly sampled around the curve of a spring shape function
(N = 2730, d = 3).

Additionally, we selected several public sensory datasets from the UCI Machine
Learning Repository Dua & Graff (2017). In this paper, WQ (N = 1955, d = 12)
represents the red wine quality data from Wine Quality Data Set Cortez et al. (2009).
CCPP (N = 9568, d = 5), Combined Cycle Power Plant Data Set Tüfekci (2014),
which contains 9568 data points collected from a Power Plant over a 6-year span
(2006-2011). EMG (N = 494, d = 8) stands for sequential feature vectors after
RMS feature extraction of Electromyographic signal from human running behavior in
the EMG Physical Action Data Set Dua & Graff (2017). HMP (N = 1599, d = 12) is
a set of human motion primitive sensory data, read from accelerometer worn on wrist
while human eating meat, which is an instance from Dataset for ADL Recognition
Bruno et al. (2013).
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Figure 4.1: Model performance results (These figures show bic scores with the increas-
ing model complexity K of each mixtures, the lower bic score is, the better a model
fits the given data.)
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4.3.1 CGMM fitting performance evaluation

This chapter, I am going to test the data fitting performance of the CGMM and other
similar mixture model in the field. Exempt the original GMM, comparison also carried
out with the fuzzy GMM (FGMM), which is proposed by Ju & Liu (2012). I applied
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) as the metrics in experiment. BIC as a quanti-
tative metrics describes how well a model is fitting a set of data, it assigns a model a
cost related to the freedoms of necessary parameters to the model and the training data,
which are given to the model, it is defined as

bic = −2L(Θ|X) + ln(N) · nf(Θ) (4.27)

where cost bic equals to the sum of optimal log-likelihood L(Θ|X) over given data X
and model freedoms nf(Θ) penalized by the natural logarithm of the instance number
N in X, compared with AIC, MDL or other information criteria, it provides a more
rigorous way for performance evaluation of mixture models. The model freedom nf(•)
is used to describe the free parameters, which is a more fair means for representing the
cost of parameters in a mixture model compared with only using mixture component
number K (also called the complicity of a mixture model), since one original GM
requires less independent parameters compare to a CGM. For example, the freedom of
a standard d-dimensional GMM with K components is calculated as,

nf(ΘGMM) = K − 1 + dK +
d(d− 1)

2
K (4.28)

similarly, we can compute the model freedom of a CGMM with K component as,

nf(ΘCGMM) = K − 1 + dK +
d(d− 1)

2
K + (d− 1)K (4.29)

where, the first 3 terms are the same as them in Eq. 4.28 while last term is the extra
curvatures of the CGMM.

Before model performance experiments, we allocate all the initial clustering cen-
tres Ck or µk by using k-means, all the initial mixture coefficients as πk = 1/K and the
covariances Σk as the sample covariance of the whole training dataset. The available
curved parameters ak,t in CGMM and FGMM are initialised as 0. In experiments, we
keep all the parameter estimation processes iteratively running for 200 times regard-
less of the iteration control by the log-likelihood threshold, this is aiming at ensuring
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the convergence of all training processes. For our proposed two batch parameter es-
timation frameworks, full EM, denoted as FE in Fig. 4.1, was running for 200 whole
loops, while the EM+Optimization, denoted as EO, due to the two independent train-
ing phases, we let the algorithm of each phase running for 100 times and make the total
iteration times the same with other groups of experiments.

A few comparisons of our CGMM and original GMM with the same components
K are shown in Fig. 4.2, which gives intuitive visual evidence of the data fitting per-
formance. Comparing with standard GMM using gaps between adjacent components
to fit the geometrical curves in spacial distributed data, CGMM is able to rely on both
the gaps between components and the curve of every single component to achieve that,
so on the one hand, when the complexity of mixture model is low, our CGMM is better
at fitting cluster data. On the other hand, when the complexity is high enough, even a
GMM has more gaps then need to fit the curves in data, our model is also superior at
describing delicate structures of distributed data.

More model performance experiments results are displayed using bic scores in Fig.
4.1. The lower bic is, the better a model fits the given data. In general, curves in each
sub-figure mostly show decreasing trends with the increases of model complicity K
of each mixture, which means the model performance of GMM, CGMM and FGMM
all benefit from the increasing of model complexity. However, when the complexity
continues growing, bic do not keep going down, even rebound in some situations,
since more components in mixture models do not affect the fitting performance much,
on the contrary, the huge number of model freedom will increase the computational
costs. With most of the training samples, when the complexities properly assigned, the
proposed CGMM always performs better then GMM and FGMM, especially, when
the dimension of data is high. Moreover, with same model complicity, our proposed
CGMM show preference on neither the FE nor the EO algorithm.

4.3.2 Membership posterior based parameter estimation

This part of experiments are set to evaluate the convergence of our proposed parame-
ter estimation algorithms. We test our full EM and EM+Optimization algorithm with
membership posterior p(zi|xi,Θ) based object function Q(Θ,Θold), the log-likelihood
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Figure 4.2: Data fitting results (K is the model complexity of CGMM and GMM. Form
the visualisation of fitting result, the CGMM always better fits the data with the same
complexity of either mixture model.)

L(Θ|X) of the current model parameters condition on given training dataset are itera-
tively computed during the iteration process. Similarly, we also test the aforementioned
original GMM and FGMM in the same settings.

For all mixture models participated in this experiment, we define a best model com-
plexity K according to bic scores computed already, then the same initial clustering
centres for all models are generated by k-means at the outset. All other parameters are
initialised the same way as in the model performance experiments. For each dataset,
we set an iteration time for all models. Then, as the EM+optimization (EO) goes in
two phases, we set the first half iteration times for non-curve EM phase and the other
half iteration times for optimisation phase. 3 categories of data are involved in our
convergence test, which is chosen from those applied in the model performance tests.

We conduct our convergence test on the Athelas number ‘6’ dataset and show the
stepwise fitting results in Fig 4.3, where all the mixture model in tests reach an optimal
and the proposed CGMMs converge to better results via either FE or EO algorithm.
More experimental results are quantitatively shown by the curves of log-likelihood in
Fig. 4.4. Log-likelihood can be regarded as the metrics describing the relative fitting
quality. On the same dataset, higher log-likelihood means better fitting results. The
log-likelihood trend of all mixture models show an increase with a growing of itera-
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Figure 4.3: Stepwise fitting results (Each row displays the fitting results of correspond-
ing mixture model during converging process)
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Figure 4.4: Membership posterior based parameter estimation results (Each sub-figure
show different parameter estimation processes on a certain dataset, the higher log-
likelihood is, the better a model fits the data.)
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tion time, CGMMs always reach highest log-likelihood before convergence with both
FE and EO algorithms. However, in some figures, there is a noticeable turning point
after the first half of the training iteration in CGMM(EO) curve, which are caused by
the changing of training phases. As we explained in the Algorithm 3, the appearance
of turning point is a side effect of changing the iteration formulas, they do not affect
the final training results. In most cases, the curves of our FE algorithm CGMMs are
steeper then others, it has the fastest converging speed. The EO mode in the first phase
is almost identical to the GMM, this can be found in both log-likelihood curves and the
fitting results visualised in Fig. 4.3, thus it will not converge quicker then GMM, but in
the second phase, the likelihood of our CGMM(EO) will continue to grow while GMM
is reaching its optimum. As for the comparison between our FE and EO, the conver-
gence speed is depending on the structures of data distributions. Moreover, the blue
curves, representing the convergences of FGMM, show a different converging process,
which due to their hybrid parameter estimation method. The so-called modified EM al-
gorithm is dedicated for learning parameters of a FGMM, which embeds least-squares
fitting (LSFM) into an EM iteration process, part of FGMM parameters are estimated
via LSFM but others via EM. As a consequence, in most cases, the likelihood reaches
the highest only after few times of iteration, due to the non-iterative LSFM, and more
iterations do not assist optimizing the fitting result.

4.3.3 Fuzzy membership based parameter estimation

In this part, we evaluated the convergence of fuzzy object function F(X|Θ) based FE
and EO mode in CGMM training, with all the other experimental settings the same as
membership posterior based object function based convergence experiment. In fuzzy
object function experiments, we train our CGMM with different fuzziness m, accord-
ing to the definitions,m ̸= 1. The results of these experiments are displayed in Fig. 4.5,
the grey curves in all the figure are the baseline, which is the converging process using
Q(Θ,Θold) object function (in Fig. 4.5 denoted as m = 0, which means no fuzziness
is introduced). While with the increase of fuzziness from near 1 to greater, different
colors of the curves are used to show the convergence with various fuzzinesses. There-
fore, we conclude that with the exponential weighted fuzzy membership function, all
the curves are steeper than the membership posterior based method, which proves the
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Figure 4.5: Fuzzy object function based parameter estimation results(In each sub-
figure, different colors represent the training process with various fuzzinesses, in some
cases of EO algorithm, there is a sharp drop of log-likelihood, which due to the transi-
tion period between two training phases.)
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4.4 Summary of This Chapter

fuzzy object function can help accelerate the converging speed, no matter which values
the fuzziness m is. However, when the fuzziness m is getting larger, the converging
speed will gradually slow down, but still quicker than the non-fuzzy method. Addition-
ally, when m is too large, the converging curve will unstably fluctuate, which brings to
a less optimal fitting in some cases. In some cases of EO parameter estimation algo-
rithm, the resulting log-likelihood curves have a valley after half of the total training
iterations, which due to the transition period between two training phases. The drop
of likelihood is not consistent, normally it will go up at the 2nd iteration of the second
training phase and will not affect the final result of the training process. In summary,
the training process can be accelerated with the fuzzy object function, the choice of m
should be close to 1, because the relative large m slows down the converging speed or
even lead to worse fitting quality. We should also notice, the exponential weight is in
the form of 1/(m− 1), when the value of m is too close to 1, might introduce infinity
in model training, that will also cause failures in parameter estimation.

4.4 Summary of This Chapter

Inspired by the original EM algorithm for GMM, I proposed two different EM-based
batch parameter estimation algorithms in this Chapter. To accelerate the learning
speed, I also redesigned the object function in learning algorithms as a novel fuzzy
membership based function. I conducted rigorous experiments to test the proposed
CGMM and parameter learning algorithms on multiple Gaussian distributed data, syn-
thetic structured data and practical sensory data. In model performance test, CGMM
demonstrates a better data fitting capability. Compared with FGMM, there is around
3% improvements based on the log-likelihood. Except membership posterior based
parameter estimation, the fuzzy parameter estimation algorithm is also evaluated with
different fuzzinesses. The results showed that a well-chosen fuzziness indeed acceler-
ated the learning speed and also ensured the optimal can be reached. In the following
Chapters, the CGMM model is applied to encode non-linear human motion trajectories
by the proposed algorithms.
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Chapter 5

Online Fuzzy Parameter Estimation of
a CGMM

Online learning Anderson (2008) Dabbagh & Bannan-Ritland (2005), is one of the
most profound research hotspot in machine learning, because it is regarded as an alter-
native learning mode of batch learning, which . In many machine learning problems,
the model parameter estimation task is generally transferred to an optimization prob-
lem Bottou et al. (2018) by defining a cost function with respect to the parameters. For
example, in training a neural network, mean square error SN (2003) or cross-entropy
Kline & Berardi (2005) are usually used as the cost function, in training a probabilis-
tic model, likelihood Reynolds (2009) or Kullback-Leibler divergence Hoffman et al.

(2013) are usually appeared as the cost function. With those cost functions, optimiza-
tions are commonly carried out by the iterative gradient-based methods, such as gra-
dient descent Ruder (2016) or coordinate ascent Wright (2015). However, to compute
those analytical gradients usually needs all the samples in the training set, this requires
every iteration of optimization have a complete visit to the whole training set Neal &
Hinton (1998), the training mode is called batch learning, However, in many machine
learning tasks, the batch learning model is not applicable, such as in real-time tasks
when the batch learning is tedious on the enormous size of training set; or in some set-
tings, training data are coming successively. The emerging of incremental algorithms
Calinon & Billard (2007) have solved the problems in online learning scenarios.

Traditionally, as a typical probabilistic mixture model, the parameters of a CGMM
are iteratively estimated by the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm, in which
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5.1 Fuzzy Incremental Parameter Estimation for a CGMM

the mixture coefficients are regarded as probabilities of a latent variable along with the
observable variable, estimated by its posterior. However, in statistics, the converging
speed of the posterior membership based EM algorithm is slow, so we turned to a
fuzzy framework for better parameter estimation performance. The fuzzy set theory is
a powerful mathematical tool, it has already been implemented in clustering problems
Bezdek (1980), which is named fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering Bezdek et al. (1984).
Tran et al. (1998) bring the idea of fuzzy membership function in parameter estimation
of a GMM, which has been successfully applied in speaker identification task Tran &
Wagner (1999). Although above fuzzy-based algorithms can accelerate learning speed
of the original GMM, they can only be applied in batch learning mode.

To achieve online learning, there is plenty of research in incremental learning algo-
rithms for mixture models. Kristan et al. (2008) and Kristan et al. (2011) used Kernel
Density Estimation (KDE) based method to achieve incremental mixture model pa-
rameter learning. Nevertheless, the different covariances of each component in a single
KDE caused the non-stationary bandwidth in final results. Song & Wang (2005) pro-
posed a very efficient online learning framework for GMM to have a fast computing
speed, but it has limitations in the application scenario since it needs the online sam-
ples coming as groups and the size of data groups cannot be too small. Arandjelovic
& Cipolla (2006) started from standard EM of a GMM and derived an incremental pa-
rameter estimation method of time-sequential data with an approximation assumption.
Based on the technologies mentioned above, the main contributions of this chapter is
to derive a fuzzy incremental parameter estimation algorithm to learn the parameters
of the CGMM online.

5.1 Fuzzy Incremental Parameter Estimation for a CGMM

Incremental parameter estimation of the CGMM is an alternative way to estimate
parameters, which expands the application scenario of CGMM on top of the batch
parameter estimation. In the definitions, the incremental parameter estimation aims
at online learning of the CGMM, which updates the parameters of a CGMM only
based on the newly coming samples Xnew without observation of the historical sam-
ples Xhis. To make the incremental estimation be compatible with the aforementioned
fuzzy batch parameter estimation, we firstly consider a historical CGMM, G(x|Θhis),
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5.1 Fuzzy Incremental Parameter Estimation for a CGMM

which is trained after t times of iteration on the historical dataset Xhis = {xi}Ni=1 and
the log-likelihood converges, namely ∆L(Θ|Xhis) ⩽ ε. The local optimal parameters
Θhis = {π(t)

k , C
(t)
k , R

(t)
k , S

(t)
k , A

(t)
k }Kk=1 are learned by the Algorithm 2 or 3 in Chapter

4. In incremental process, we assume that a new data instance xN+1 is sampled from
the same probabilistic distribution of historical data Xhis, thus, the incremental process
can be treated as the (t + 1)-th iteration of the batch learning loop but with N + 1

training samples. Because of the identical probabilistic distribution of historical and
new data, which allow us to assume the component membership in the t-th iteration
ψ

(t)
ik ≈ ψ

(t+1)
ik in the (t + 1)-th iteration and the parameter Rk does not change much

in the with one more sample xN+1. For convenience, we denote the sum of component
memberships as,

ω
(t)
k =

N∑
i=1

ψ
(t)
ik ≈

N∑
i=1

ψ
(t+1)
ik (5.1)

Then with the approximation assumption of component membership, we consider
a complete training dataset Xall = {Xhis, xN+1}, which consist of both historical data
Xhis and a new datum xN+1, the parameters in the t+ 1-th iteration are updated as,

π
(t+1)
k =

∑N+1
i=1 ψ

(t+1)
ik∑N+1

i=1

∑K
k=1 ψ

(t+1)
ik

≈
ω
(t)
k + ψ

(t+1)
N+1,k∑K

k=1

(
ω
(t)
k + ψ

(t+1)
N+1,k

) (5.2)

For each Nc(•|θk), we can incrementally update parameters with the assumption
R

(t+1)
k ≈ R

(t)
k .

C
(t+1)
k = f−1

k

ω(t)
k fk(C

(t)
k ) + ψ

(t+1)
N+1,kfk(xN+1)

ω
(t)
k + ψ

(t+1)
N+1,k

 (5.3)

where, the first term in the numerator is 0 in applications.
To show the incremental estimation of Sk, we introduced a intermediate variable

Σk, which physically represents a covariance Cov(fk(X)),

Σ
(t)
k =

∑N
i=1 ψ

(t)
ik fk(xi)fk(xi)

⊤∑N
i=1 ψ

(t)
ik

(5.4)
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where, fk(xi) = A
(t−1)
k [R

(t)
k (xi − C

(t)
k )]. Then, with one more datum xN+1, the

t + 1-th updated auxiliary function f ′
k(xi) = A

(t)
k [R

(t)
k (xi − C(t+1)

k )]. If the curvatures
between two iterations hold the assumption a(t−1)

k ≈ a(t)
k , we can represent f ′

k(xi) in
terms of fk(xi) as,

f ′
k(xi) = fk(xi)− fk(C(t+1)

k ) (5.5)

so

Σ
(t+1)
k =

∑N
i=1 ψ

(t)
ik f

′
k(xi)f

′
k(xi)

⊤

ω
(t)
k + ψ

(t+1)
N+1,k

+
ψ

(t+1)
N+1,kf

′
k(xN+1)f

′
k(xN+1)

⊤

ω
(t)
k + ψ

(t+1)
N+1,k

=
ω
(t)
k [Σ

(t)
k + fk(C

(t+1)
k )fk(C

(t+1)
k )⊤]

ω
(t)
k + ψ

(t+1)
N+1,k

+
ψN+1,kf

′
k(xN+1)f

′
k(xN+1)

⊤

ω
(t)
k + ψN+1

(5.6)

The new Sk is updated by,
S
(t+1)
k = svdS[Σ

(t+1)
k ] (5.7)

For the curvatures a(t−1)
k , we firstly calculate the sufficient statistics of them.

γ
(t+1)
k = γ

(t)
k + ψ

(t+1)
N+1,kΓ(yN+1 ⊙ yN+1)yN+1 (5.8)

and
λ
(t+1)
k = λ

(t)
k + ψ

(t+1)
N+1,k[Λ

⊤(yN+1 ⊙ yN+1)]
2 (5.9)

where, Γ is the d × d matrix whose non-zero elements are at the same position of A,
Λ is a d × 1 column vector. The transferred sample yN+1 = R

(t+1)
k (xN+1 − C(t+1)

k ).
Thus,

a(t+1)
k = −γ

(t+1)
k

λ
(t+1)
k

(5.10)

From the above incremental learning formulas, we can keep updating the CGMM
even when there is no access to the historical data since all the updating formulas con-
tain no historical data terms. Specifically, our incremental learning algorithm works on
a new datum xN+1, the historical model parameters Θhis and extra incremental param-
eters, which are {ωk, γk, λk}Kk=1. Thus, for a K component CGMM in Rd space, the
storage costs for an incremental learning process is O((2+3d+d2)K/2) while for the
batch learning storage cost is O(Nd+(1+2d+d2)K/2), there will beNd−(1+d)K/2
less storage cost for the incremental learning. Usually, the number of samples N is
very large, for long term online learning scenario, our incremental learning algorithms
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5.2 Online Learning Test of the CGMM

will cost much less storage space than using batch learning algorithm for a CGMM.
Particularly, the proposed incremental learning algorithm, each loop only allows one
sample involved in the iteration. In online learning problem we usually have a new
dataset consists of multiple samples, for example Xnew = {xj}Mj=1, then the incremen-
tal learning process will executeM times, each time take one new sample in parameter
updating, to make sure the new CGMM will be better fit both the complete dataset
Xall = {Xhis,Xnew}. This online learning process is summarised in Algorithm 4

Algorithm 4 Online parameter estimation for a CGMM
Require: New sample set Xnew, hyper parameter K, m, historical parameters
{C(t)

k , R
(t)
k , S

(t)
k }Kk=1 and the incremental parameters {ω(t)

k , γ
(t)
k , λ

(t)
k }Kk=1

for all xj ∈ Xnew do
π
(t+j)
k ← Eq. (5.2) {Updating the mixture coefficients}
R

(t+j)
k = R

(t+j−1)
k {Keeping orientation matrices}

C
(t+j)
k ← Eq. (5.3) {Updating clustering centres}

S
(t+j)
k ← Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7) {Updating scaling matrices}
A

(t+j)
k ← Eq. (5.10) {Updating curvatures}

Save ω(t+j)
k , λ

(t+j)
k , γ

(t+j)
k ← Eqs. (5.1), (5.9) and (5.8) {For next incremental

updating}
j = j + 1 {Updating the iteration counter}

end for

5.2 Online Learning Test of the CGMM

Our proposed fuzzy incremental parameter estimation algorithm is designed to con-
tinue updating the parameters of a CGMM online, after a local optimal CGMM is
reached in the fuzzy batch parameter estimation. To evaluate the performance of the
fuzzy incremental algorithm, we conduct experiments on our incremental algorithm
with various datasets, which generally belong to synthetic data and sensory data 2
different categories.
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Figure 5.1: Incremental learning algorithm evaluation pipeline
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5.2 Online Learning Test of the CGMM

5.2.1 Evaluation Framework and Metric

Considering the assumptions of fuzzy parameter estimation algorithms, we come up
with a framework for different categories of data, which is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. In the
framework, data participated in one experiment are potentially generated from a single
distribution and divided into two parts, Xall = {Xhis,Xnew}, where, Xhis refers to
historical training dataset, it is fully observable in batch learning phrase and contribute
to the historical CGMM G(•|Θhis). The historical CGMM is trained by Algorithm
2 with t times of iteration and the training is ceased by the threshold ε = 10−5 of
log-likelihood increase, then we can subsequently regard the local optimal have been
reached. Particularly, for the hyper parameters, K is found with BIC, while m is
manually selected and once it is defined, the value is not allowed to be changed in
both batch learning and online learning process. The dataset Xnew is used for online
updating the CGMM, in each incremental updating loop of Algorithm 4, there will be
one instance xj ∈ Xnew joins the parameter updating and results in a updated CGMM
G(•|Θj). The last block in the framework is calculating the log-likelihood w.r.t. the
current model parameters L(Θj|X), however, log-likelihood in our online phase is not
sufficient metric to represent the incremental learning performance. Thus, we proposed
a new metric called relative log-likelihood increase, which is given as,

RL(X) =
L(Θj|X)− L(Θhis|X)

L(Θall|X)− L(Θhis|X)
(5.11)

where we applied the notation RL(X) to represent the relative log-likelihood increase,
X can be any dataset, Xhis, Xnew or Xall. Θhis is the local optimum parameter obtained
in batch learning phase.

Θall = argmax
Θ

L(Θ|Xall) (5.12)

where Θall is additionally trained on the complete dataset Xall via the Algorithm 5.1,
which is only used in calculating the relative log-likelihood increases. From the def-
inition in Eq. 5.11, we view the log-likelihood of historical parameter L(Θhis|X) as
the lower bound and log-likelihood L(Θall|X) with the parameter trained on fully ob-
served dataset as the upper bound, while the log-likelihood L(Θj|X) during online
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5.2 Online Learning Test of the CGMM
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Figure 5.2: Visualisation of synthetic data in experiments

learning should be in between, so we can represent the up to date model quality as an
incremental log-likelihood ratio between the online and batch trained parameters.

5.2.2 Online Learning Test on Synthetic Data

Experiments in this part are carried out on manually generated synthetic data, for the
convenience of visualisation, we extract the spatial coordinates of each pixel in a pixe-
lated Athelas font as the training instance. As shown in Fig. 5.2, the letters are shaped
with two datasets, the historical data Xhis (withN instances) make up the regular fonts.
The historical dataset together with the online new dataset Xnew (withM instances) re-
shapes the regular Athelas font to a bold one. The datasets we applied are Athelas
Arabic number ‘6’ (N = 831, M = 503, d = 2), capital letter ‘O’ (N = 1149,
M = 945, d = 2) and a 3D letter ‘R’ (N = 1515, M = 285, d = 3), which consists
multiple layers of plane ‘R’.

We applied the proposed experimental framework on the aforementioned number
‘6’ and 3D letter ‘R’, for each online learning iteration, we visualised the CGMM as el-
lipses or ellipsoids in the sample spaces. In the Number ‘6’ test, the model complexity
K of a CGMM is selected by investigating the BIC values, with different fuzzinesses
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5.2 Online Learning Test of the CGMM
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Figure 5.3: Stepwise visualisation of online learning on synthetic data (The red com-
ponents in a CGMM are learned in batch mode for comparison, with the increasing
number of new data in incremental learning, each blue components are keeping updat-
ing.) 79



5.2 Online Learning Test of the CGMM

m, the red ellipses in the first and last column are learned in batch mode on dataset Xhis

and Xall respectively, the blue ellipses in the second column to the 11-th column show
the online updated models and the number below indicates the j-th time of incremental
iterations, which show the blue ellipses gradually become better fitting the complete
dataset compared to the red ellipses. In 3D letter ‘R’ test, we illustrate the incremen-
tally learned CGMM in the same way, the blue mesh ellipsoids are keeping deforming
and moving during the online learning process comparing with the red ellipsoids.

More experiments on the synthetic data are conducted and results are quantitatively
represented by the relative log-likelihood increase RL, the change of it during online
learning is shown in Fig. 5.4. The first row, different color of curves show the online
learning with different fuzzinesses, the value of RL(Xnew) is calculated with online
datasets Xnew and all the curves witness steady increases with a growing number of
online samples involved in the incremental learnings, which indicates the more online
data taking part in incremental learning, the better CGMM fitting the online dataset
Xnew. From the figures, performances of incrementally updated models are getting
close to the model quality of which learned in batch mode on the complete dataset
Xall, when the online learning finished, the RL(Xnew) is nearly over 0.9, which sup-
ports the incremental learning algorithm is applicable in online learning of CGMM.
The fuzziness m in incremental algorithm affects the learning result, higher m means
fuzzier memberships, lower m lead to shaper contrast in the memberships between
different components, which have a positive effect on the RL in incremental learning.
However, in the 3rd diagram of the first row with m = 4, the RL even exceed 1,
which are caused by this fuzziness in batch learning did not help the model parameters
converge to a good optimum of the upper bound L(Θall|Xnew). The figures in second
row show RL(Xhis), these usually show a tiny decrease or normally unchanging, which
means the model capability in encoding the historical data will remain almost the same
or show only litter degenerations compare with a newly trained CGMM on complete
dataset Xall. The third row shows RL(Xall), which describes the performance of the
model encoding the complete dataset. All the curves show increasing trends, thus, the
incremental algorithm does help CGMM approximating the underlying distribution of
both Xhis and Xnew.
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Figure 5.4: The RLs during online learning on synthetic data (Each column shows the
incremental results on the same datasets. For the first row, we calculate the RLs on new
data, which describe the model performance on new data. The second row, RLs are
calculated on historical data, which indicates how the updated model fit the discarded
data. The RLs in the last row are computed with the complete dataset, which represents
how good the new model encodes the underlying distribution of both historical and new
data)
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5.2 Online Learning Test of the CGMM

Table 5.1: Log-likelihood of different model (m=0)

L(Θhis|Xnew) L(ΘM |Xnew) L(Θall|Xnew)

CCPP -3855.62 -3853.72 -3847.21
EMG -5630.73 -5570.15 -5439.91
HMP -1491.66 -1490.69 -1486.34

5.2.3 Online Learning Test on Sensory Data

Sensory data are collected by instruments, usually include noise and have relatively
high dimensions, they are much more challenging for CGMM to fit. To try to cover
as more application scenarios as possible, we evaluate our incremental learning algo-
rithms of CGMM on several public datasets. We choose clustering data from UCI Ma-
chine Learning Repository Dua & Graff (2017) as in Chapter 4, In CCPP (N = 9329,
M = 239, d = 5), we the first 9329 items be the historical data and the rest 239 as
new data for online learning. In EMG (N = 395, M = 99, d = 8), the new dataset
including 99 instances are randomly sampled from 494 total instances in the set. HMP
(N = 9085, M = 233, d = 3) is divided two parts with 9085 instances for batch
learning and 233 instances for online learning.

Because of the difficulty in the visualisation of the sensory data, we use log-
likelihoods of different model parameters to describe how the model fits the new
dataset. In Table 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, given the new data Xnew, we compared the log-
likelihood of historical parameters Θhis learned in batch mode, the online learned
CGMM parameters ΘM and the parameters Θall learned in batch mode with the com-
plete dataset. From the log-likelihood in tables, historical data are the worst in en-
coding new data, while the model trained by batch learning on the complete dataset
has the highest log-likelihood. After all the data involved in incremental learning, the
log-likelihood of ΘM are approximating Θall.

The results in online learning experiments are also similarly quantized by the RL,
which reflects the improvements of model performance with the new data sequentially
encoded by the incremental learning algorithm. From Fig. 5.5, the first figure in each
column witnesses a steady increase with the number of growing new data involved in
online learning process and finally the incrementally learned model can reach over half
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5.2 Online Learning Test of the CGMM

Table 5.2: Log-likelihood of different model (m=1.2)

L(Θhis|Xnew) L(ΘM |Xnew) L(Θall|Xnew)

CCPP -3860.62 -3858.43 -3854.58
EMG -5643.54 -5582.59 -5451.65
HMP -1500.53 -1499.29 -1497.16

Table 5.3: Log-likelihood of different model (m=2)

L(Θhis|Xnew) L(ΘM |Xnew) L(Θall|Xnew)

CCPP -3857.78 -3855.75 -3851.59
EMG -5610.81 -5543.32 -5448.45
HMP -1498.70 -1498.70 -1497.70

of the improvements between the model trained by batch learning with Xhis and Xall,
while saving a large amount of storage space. Otherwise, the RL on historical and
the complete dataset do not change much during online learning, thus the incremental
learning algorithm can increase the model performance on new data, but at the same
time does not affect the model performance on the historical data.

Our proposed incremental learning algorithm extends the application field and us-
age of the CGMM, it greatly saves the memories when the training set is relatively
large since the historical data and the data finished one cycle of incremental learning
can be discarded. The online learning experiments we carried out on the incremen-
tal algorithm is dedicated for CGMM model with fuzzy memberships, as for other
state-of-the-art online learning methods, there are no fair metrics on hand to carry out
comparisons between both different models and their specialised online learning al-
gorithms. Regarding the experimental results, satisfactory results can be obtained in
online learning with our incremental algorithm. Moreover, as a fuzzy-based algorithm,
a well-chosen fuzziness m which is usually as close as possible to 1 but not equal to
may help to optimize incremental learning performance.
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Figure 5.5: The RLs during online learning on sensory data (Each column shows the
incremental results on the same datasets. For the first row, we calculate the RLs on new
data, which describe the model performance on new data. The second row, RLs are
calculated on historical data, which indicates how the updated model fit the discarded
data. The RLs in the last row are computed with the complete dataset, which represents
how good the new model encodes the underlying distribution of both historical and new
data)
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5.3 Summary of This Chapter

5.3 Summary of This Chapter

As a conclusion of this chapter, an incremental parameter estimation algorithm was
developed for the CGMM, which transfer the batch learning task into an incremental
parameter estimation task. Based on the fuzzy framework proposed in Chapter 4, I de-
rived a set of iterative formulas to incrementally estimate the parameters using a faster
converging fuzzy membership function. To quantitatively evaluate the performance
of the incremental learning algorithm, I designed a pipeline for both batch and online
learning phases, and the proposed relative log-likelihood increase (RL) was applied as
the metric to indicate the incremental learning performances. All experiments of our
algorithms were conducted on both manually generated synthetic dataset and sensory
data, the results reveal that once a historical CGMM is obtained, the incremental learn-
ing algorithm is applicable to keep optimizing the CGMM online. In the late chapters,
the proposed CGMM will be applied for the online human motion trajectory encoding
in the human-robot skill transfer framework. Moreover, a dedicated regression algo-
rithm will be proposed to regenerate samples from the pre-trained CGMM with the
highest probability.
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Chapter 6

Human Skill Perception within Virtual
Reality Environment

To endow a robot with skills which human beings have mastered is a challenging task.
Inspired by the children learning skills from their parents or teachers, LfD Billard
et al. (2008b) is believed to be the most promising paradigm for robot’s skill learn-
ing. The motion skill perception in a LfD process is essential. In our study, it resem-
bles a young student learning new skills by watching, in which the demonstration is
given by the teacher in his or her first-person perspective and perceived by the student
in a third-person perspective. In this situation, the teacher is encouraged to perform
demonstrations with the largest freedom but the student is relatively hard to transfer
the watched third-person demonstration to a first-person skill. The hardship of the stu-
dent is caused by the requirements of domain shift Yu et al. (2018b) or also known as
the correspondence problem Nehaniv et al. (2002b), which refers to the geometrical
mismatch between the teacher and the student.

Although, certain demonstration strategies, such as teleoperation Calinon et al.

(2014) Campbell (2004) or kinesthetic teaching Suomalainen & Kyrki (2018) Figueroa
& Billard (2017), eliminate the correspondence problem in teaching a robot, but they
also introduced barriers to the teacher in preforming the demonstration. In teleop-
eration, human teacher is performing demonstration via the robot body, in another
word, the correspondence problem is solved by teacher during demonstration. While
in kinesthetic teaching, human arm motion will be disturbed by the robot body, which
makes the movements of human arm unnatural.
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6.1 Correspondence between a human arm and a manipulator

In this thesis, I intend to transfer the humanoid motion skills of a upper limb to
a Sawyer robot. Unlike many prior studies, humanoid motion takes not only the mo-
tion of end-effector but also the posture similarity into account. Delivering humanoid
motions via teleoperation or kinesthetic teaching are no longer applicable, since teleop-
eration would be too complicated for teachers to control extra freedoms and kinesthetic
teaching only detects the end-effector motions. The aim of this chapter is proposing
a demonstration perception system, providing the most intuitive way for human to de-
liver the demonstrations without any interferences.

6.1 Correspondence between a human arm and a ma-
nipulator

To solve the correspondence problem, we studied the morphology dissimilarities be-
tween the human teacher and the Sawyer. In Fig. 6.1(a), the human upper-limb is
abstractly represented as a chain with 2 links and 3 joints Tolani & Badler (1996).
However, the kinematic structure of a human upper limb is quite complex but efficient,
because it can be seen as a typical S-R-S Shimizu et al. (2008) manipulator, which has
a revolute joint linked with two sphere joints. Sawyer is a redundant robot arm with
with 7 degree of freedoms (DoFs), unlike KUKA LBR iiwa robot follows the S-R-S
model to have the axes of first and last 3 joints intersected at two points, it contains
offsets at almost all the joints, see Fig. 6.1(a), which is designed to avoid the singular-
ity, but makes the correspondence more challenging. Thus, we loosen the requirement,
which guarantee the motion to be anthropomorphic. More specifically, the displace-
ment of each joint on the robot should no longer be exactly equal to the corresponding
joint on human arm, instead, we defined the mapping between a human arm and the
Sawyer with respect to the position and posture of the 3 pair of joints in the Cartesian
space.

Primarily, we placed the origin of left-handed Cartesian coordinate system, which
used for describing the human motions, exactly at the position of a human shoulder.
Similarly, in this study, the world frame of the Sawyer is different from the default
one, which originally located at the 1st joint and fixed on the base, and it is translated
vertically to the same height of the 2nd joint frame and keep the pose unchanged, see
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Figure 6.1: Correspondence between a human arm and a manipulator

Fig. 6.1(b). However, due to the inequality of the kinematic structures, the working
space of a human demonstrator is smaller than which of a Sawyer. With the defined
word frames, we set a ratio between the position of human hand and the robot’s end-
effector coordinates, to ensure all the possible hand positions in the demonstration
are reachable by the robot. Thus, we require the end-effector position of robot be
proportional to the position of human hand, as shown in Fig. 6.1(a), marked as two red
points.

pE = λ · phand (6.1)

where, pE and phand are the coordinates of end-effector and human hand, in the form
of column vectors as (x, y, z)⊤, λ is a constant scalar, namely the ratio. The poses of
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6.2 Virtual reality based perception system

the hand and end-effector should be similarly matched, to copy the posture of human
hand during demonstration, namely,

RE = Rhand ·hand RE (6.2)

where, the rotation matrix R ∈ SO(3) is used to describe the posture or orientation
Shepperd (1978). Moreover, the mismatch of object coordinate system between the
hand and the end-effector (see Fig. 6.1(b)) is corrected with a extra rotation handRE ,
whose 3 orientation vectors are n̂ = (0, 1, 0)⊤ , ô = (1, 0, 0)⊤ and â = (0, 0,−1)⊤.
Furthermore, because of the existence of redundancy, null space motion Sadeghian
et al. (2013) is permitted with the primary end-effector motion fulfilled. Thus, the
position of human elbow and the 4th joint of Sawyer should also be matched between
demonstrations and reproduced motions, which is essential to constrain the posture of
a robot to preform motions more human-like. We require,

pW = λ · pelbow (6.3)

where pW is the position of the 4th joint of the Sawyer and pelbow represents the
elbow position of human arm. As a conclusion, the correspondence between human
arm an the Sawyer is achieved by matching the movements of shoulder with Sawyer’s
world frame, elbow with the 4th joint and hand with the end-effector.

6.2 Virtual reality based perception system

We developed a collision-free Virtual Reality (VR) environment for a human teacher
to deliver demonstrations of upper limb motion skills for the robot. The proposed VR
demonstration environment is built with Unity 3D Okita (2014) and a SteamVR Plugin
Murray (2017) is applied as the middle-ware to map the action inputs from a HTC Vive
VR system Stramandinoli et al. (2018) to the virtual environment, see Fig. 6.2(a). The
OpenVR Wang et al. (2011) is also implemented to read and save the raw pose data
from Vive controllers, so the coordinate system applied for VR environment is the
default one in OpenVR. In this setting, the HTC vive is connected to a workstation
running Windows 10, where the VR environment is deployed. Two controllers of Vive
are tracked by a pair of infra-red pulse laser emitters using the time-of-flight Whitney
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Figure 6.2: Settings of the VR perception system

et al. (2018) technology, which endow the system capability to detect the controller
with the average accuracy less than 2mm Borges et al. (2018).

Regarding the correspondence between human arm and the Sawyer, as defined
in Eqs. 6.1, 6.2 and Fig. 6.3, we need both the position and orientation of human
hand, the position of elbow and shoulder in motion perceptions. Thus, we require the
demonstrator have one controller holding in hand and the other one attached to the
elbow while performing motions, as shown in Fig. 6.2(b). In the virtual environment,
we assume the world frame is predefined as {VR} in Fig. 6.2(b), due to the controller
attaching on the surface of elbow as shown in Fig. 6.2(c) or (d), there is a positive
offset along the y-axis of the controller frame between the origin and the actual elbow
joint. Then we have,

VRTelbow = TA ·A Telbow (6.4)

where, we used 4 × 4 homogeneous matrices which belongs to SE(3) to denote the
output information from Vive system, TA represents the pose of the attached controller,
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6.3 The motion skill representation

the translation of ATelbow is right multiplied to get the absolute pose of the elbow.
To release the burden of carrying another sensor on the shoulder, we used the pose

of elbow VRTelbow to infer the shoulder in the VR world instead of bearing another
sensor on the shoulder,

VRTshoulder =
VR Telbow ·elbow Tshoulder (6.5)

where, VRTshoulder is the pose of shoulder in the VR frame, a transition elbowTshoulder

transferring the elbow frame along its z-axis with a distance of upper arm length, as
illustrated in Fig. 6.2(c). Then,

VRThand = TH (6.6)

which means the pose of the hand is directly read from the controller holding in hand
as TH .

6.3 The motion skill representation

So far, we defined the poses of 3 key points on human arm in the VR environment,
namely VRTshoulder, VRTelbow and VRThand. Due to the corresponding problem between
the human and robot, we need to compactly represent the motions with respect to the
physical world frame of a Sawyer robot. Firstly, shoulder point was redefined as the
world frame VRTworld origin of human arm motions, this requires,

VRTworld =

[
E VRpshoulder

0⊤ 1

]
(6.7)

where, E is a 3 × 3 identity matrix, 0 is a column vector with 3 components and
VRpshoulder is the coordinate of shoulder. Subsequently, the hand and elbow poses in
the physical world frame are,

T<•> =VR T−1
world ·

VR T<•> (6.8)

where, < • > can be hand or elbow. Then, with above Eq. 6.8 and Eqs. 6.1, 6.2, 6.3,
we can infer the corresponding configuration, pE , qE and pW , of the Sawyer according
to the state of human arm, where qE is a unit quaternion, it represent the same posture
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Figure 6.3: Coordinate system transfer process in motion perception system

of RE . In our settings, to ensure the smoothness and consistency of motions for future
learning, we allow the scalar part of qE to take the negative values.

To have a quick review of the coordinate system transfer process in motion percep-
tion system, we illustrated which in a diagram, as in Fig. 6.3. As the outputs from VR
system are the poses of two controllers in the form of SE(3). Then, we inferred the
poses of human hand, elbow and shoulder in the VR’s default reference coordinate sys-
tem. Thirdly, to focus on the motion of arm and better correspondence to Sawyer, we
move the origin of VR’s reference frame to the position of shoulder. Finally, according
to the correspondence, we can get the objective state of the Sawyer.

Human demonstrations collected by the VR system are stored as discrete temporal
data, which represent the objective time-varying pose of the Sawyer. We defined the
object pose of Sawyer at time t as a state,

st = (p⊤
E,t, q

⊤
E,t, p

⊤
W,t)

⊤ (6.9)

where, st is a 10-dimensional state vector, (pE,t, qE,t) is known as the vector and unit
quaternion pair, which is a compound and singularity free way to represents pose of
end-effector using only 7 dimensions. pW,t is the the corresponding elbow position.

In order to build up the machine learning model successfully, if we denote one
single human motion data as {st}Tt=1, the duration T between multiple human demon-
strations may vary. Thus, temporal alignment is requires as the preprocessing step
before skill modelling. Dynamic time warping (DTW) is template matching method,
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so, for individual skill, we defined an instance of human demonstration as the reference
template beforehand, rest of demonstration trajectories are all aligned to it with proper
temporal zooming or distortion. The aligned trajectory are more tightly distributed
along the reference trajectory in the time-state space and without abnormal covariance
between multiple demonstration data.

6.4 Summary of This Chapter

In this chapter, a VR based human skill perception framework is proposed to collect the
human motion data in a user-friendly way. In order to transfer the skills anthropomor-
phically, the two controllers in HTC vive were fully used to collect both the motions
of human hand and the corresponding elbow. Before the motion data were encoded by
the CGMM, the outputs from the motion perception system had been compactly rep-
resented by time sequences. At each time step, the pose of human arm is represented
with 2 position vectors and a quaternion, and all sequential poses are aligned by DTW.
After those pre-processing, the method to encode and retrieve skills is discussed in the
following chapter.
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Chapter 7

The Lifelong Probabilistic Humanoid
Motion Skill Learning and Retrieving

7.1 Lifelong online skill learning

In this section, I propose a lifelong learning method for the robot to learn skills from
multiple demonstrations during a long span of time. The term lifelong learning used
to refer to a human student continuing his or her going-on study after leaving school
Fischer (2000). Later on, some scholars introduced this concept into machine learning
domain Thrun (1998) Ruvolo & Eaton (2013). In our study, with the inspiration of
pioneer work, a lifelong learning method is proposed for robot to learn skills form
human demonstrations during a long time.

The core model we applied to learning human skills from demonstrations is a
Curved principal axis Gaussian mixture model (CGMM), which is a latest variant of
the original flat Gaussian mixture model (GMM) Calinon et al. (2007), as shown in
7.1 (a). The extra model freedoms, the curvature of principal axis in each component
of the CGMM, greatly increased the flexibility, which can better fit the trajectory data
of human motion in robot skill learning. To build up CGMMs for human skills, as
shown in 7.1 (b), I formulate the learning problem according to the demonstration data
attained in the VR perception system. With the assumption there areM different skills,
which a human teacher demonstrated in the VR system, and for each skill, one demon-
stration is temporally distributed in the time-state space and after temporal alignment
with DTW, such that {st}Tt=1. Unlike discriminative model, CGMM as a probabilistic
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7.1 Lifelong online skill learning

generative model treats the time index t and the state st together as the inputs, namely
an instance is x = (t, s⊤t )⊤. Then, one human motion trajectory is represented as
ξ = {xt}Tt=1 = {(t, s⊤t )⊤}Tt=1.

CGMM GMM

t

s

G
(x

|Ɵ
)

t

s
x x

p(
x|
Ɵ

)
Ξ Ξ

（a） （b）

Figure 7.1: CGMM and GMM in skill trajectories encoding

7.1.1 Probability based motion recognition

In the lifelong skill learning, for each specific skill, for example skill m, we used a
CGMM G(•|Θm) or Gm to learn that skill, whose training data for the CGMM is a
N -fold demonstration trajectories, denoted as Ξm = {ξn}Nn=1. Learning a optimal
CGMM to encoding the knowledge in human motion is achieved by the Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm Do & Batzoglou (2008) Dempster et al. (1977) which
is a alternative method for optimising the log-likelihood L(Θm|Ξm), see Algorithm
2. Since the CGMM is learned with full observation of the training set Ξm, learning
happens at this stage is like a student studying at school, it also known as batch learning

technically.
On the contrary, learning without full observation of the dataset but only a small

batch of training data is called incremental learning. Using the incremental learning
algorithm, we can continue the lifelong skill learning in the LfD framework, which
resembles students’ on-going study after graduation. However a graduated student is
believed to have ability to judge, which is also what we anticipated from the robot.
Hence, considering M different skills learn by a set of CGMMs {Gm}Mm=1, we pro-
posed a recognition algorithm to identify a upcoming demonstration trajectory ξnew
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7.1 Lifelong online skill learning

belongs to which skill. To recognise the demonstration motions, we computed the
log-likelihood of ξnew w.r.t. each CGMM.

L(Θm|ξnew) =
T∑
t=1

lnG(xt|Θm) (7.1)

where, Θm is the parameter set of the corresponding CGMM for the m-th skill. The
skill model Gm with maximum log-likelihood above is selected as the corresponding
class of model which ξnew belongs to, namely,

m = argmax
m

L(Θm|ξnew) (7.2)

7.1.2 Lifelong human motion skill learning

Lifelong skill learning framework in our research is illustrated in Fig. 7.2, from which,
the skill learning process is conducted within two phases. The first one is batch learn-

ing phase, in which for each skill m a set of demonstrative motions Ξm, consisting of
more than 2 trajectories ξ, is applied to train a historical CGMM Gm using EM algo-
rithm. Then the pre-trained historical CGMMs will be updated in the second Incre-

mental learning phase via the incremental learning algorithm. To realise this on-going
learning in our lifelong learning framework, a human demonstration is provided to the
CGMMs without indicating which pattern of skill it belonging to, say a new motion
trajectory ξnew. A motion recognition algorithm is able to classify the unlabelled tra-
jectory ξnew into its corresponding CGMM of a certain skill, which is updated with the
recognised trajectory ξnewm using the incremental learning algorithm.

The details of the incremental learning algorithm for a CGMM is specified in Chap-
ter 5. The advantages of incremental learning is quite crucial for our lifelong learning,
because every time after a up-coming demonstration data ξnewm involved in updating
Gm, it can be discarded. This property let us encoding the skills in demonstrations into
the CGMMs at each learning cycle, and discarded motion data are no longer costing
storages for future learning cycles. Thus, lifelong learning can substitute the needs of
large amount of training data in a batch with a long time span but only limited amount
of data in one incremental cycle. Moreover, if the skill model we trained in batch learn-
ing is not optimal in future application environment, the later incremental learning can
continuously update the model efficiently, and help the robot optimizing their skills by
a few human demonstrations.
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Figure 7.2: Lifelong skill learning framework

7.2 Robot motion skill retrieving

According to the skill learning process discussed in previous section, a skill knowledge
is encoded by the CGMMs, which are ultimately represented by their parameter sets.
Robot motion retrieving in this study is to instantiate a motion for the robot to preform
from the learned skill model. Thus, a regression algorithm is needed to retrieve the
motion of a skill from the CGMM in the Cartesian space. Because the Cartesian space
motions is not executable for a robot, the motion is eventually planned in the joint
space to imitate both the human hand pose and the arm morphology simultaneously
in the Cartesian space. To extract the knowledge of the skill learned by a CGMM, a
curved principal axis Gaussian mixture regression (CGMR) is proposed to find the best
reference trajectory according to the distribution defined by the CGMM. The proposed
CGMR benefits from the curvatures of a CGMM as the regression is a weighted sum of
all curved principal axe. Motion trajectories are usually highly non-linear in the time-
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7.2 Robot motion skill retrieving

state space therefore, the CGMR is better at reproducing the non-linear trajectories.
To compare the CGMR with other popular regression methods in robotics such

as the Locally Weighted Regression (LWR) Cleveland & Devlin (1988) Ijspeert et al.

(2002) and Gaussian Process Pegression (GPR) Schneider & Ertel (2010), the CGMR
is less similar. Normally, the process of a regression algorithm is formalised as Ξ→ ξ

but which of a CGMR is Ξ → G → ξ. This gives us chance to update the model G
within the lifelong skill leaning framework. However, unlike a flat Gaussian model, a
regressed point subject to a conditional Gaussian distribution given the query point, due
to the non-linear transfer A, the regressed conditional distribution is non-Gaussian. In
our trajectory retrieving framework, the most meaningful results from regression is the
central point with the highest probability so the confidence interval is not considered
in the CGMR.

7.2.1 Curved principal axis Gaussian mixture regression

G
(x

|Θ
)

1 2 3

t

s

x

 ξ̂

ω1
ω2

ω3

Curved principal axe

CGMR

Figure 7.3: Curved principal axis Gaussian mixture regression

In this subsection, we are going to formally define the CGMR. We postulate a
CGMM G trained on the demonstration data Ξ and obtained the optimal parameters
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Θ. To get a smooth reference trajectory from the CGMM, we assume the objective
trajectory in the time-state space is ξ̂ = {(t, s⊤t )⊤}, t ∈ (0, T ], which satisfies,

ξ̂ = argmax
s

∫ T

0

G((t, s⊤t )
⊤|Θ)d t

≈
K∑
k

ωk · argmax
s

∫ T

0

Nc((t, s⊤t )
⊤|θk) d t

def
=

K∑
k

ωk · argmax
s

F(s)

(7.3)

where, G is a multimodal PDF, which is hard to maximize directly, so we use the idea of
weighted regression in GMR Cohn et al. (1996) to rewrite the term in the first argmax.
ωk is the weight of the regression result from the k-th component CGM. Then, s is a
function of time in the state space, and we define the term in the second argmax as
F(s), which is a functional. According to Euler-Lagrange equation Agrawal (2002),
the stationary point of the F(s) satisfies,

∂Nc

∂s
= 0 (7.4)

Newton-Raphson method Ypma (1995) is well known for its fast convergence in
calculating the numerical solution to equations like above. In regard with the non-
negativity of the probability, the term inside the exponential is redefined as the alterna-
tive object function C for optimization.

C =
1

2
A(y)⊤S−1A(y) (7.5)

where, y = R((t, s⊤)⊤ − C). To calculate the substitutive Jacobian J, we use the
intermediate variable y in the derivatives for simplicity. Then we have,

A′(y) =
d

d y
[y + A(y⊙ y)] = E + 2diag(y)A⊤

(7.6)

where, E is the d× d identity matrix. Then, the Jacobian is calculated as,

J(s) =
∂C

∂s
=R⊤

s A
′(y)S−1A(y)

=R⊤
s [E + 2diag(y)A⊤

]S−1A(y)

(7.7)
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The same as in Eq. 7.6, E is the identity matrix. Rs is a d × s matrix which is made
up of last s columns of R, while s is the dimension of vector s. The operator diag(•)
is to build a diagonal matrix with the operand as its main diagonal. Next, the iteration
formula for regression is,

snew := s− αH−1J (7.8)

where, α is the predefined step-length in iteration, H is the Hessian matrix, which is
again the derivative of Jacobian J,

H =
∂J

∂s
(7.9)

Similarly, to get the analytical solution of Hessian matrix, we compute the second-
order derivative of the non-linear transfer A(•) at first,

A′′(y) =
d

d y
[E + 2diag(y) · A⊤

] = 2D⊤A
⊤ ⊗ E (7.10)

in which, ⊗ is known as Kronecker product and D is a dd× d matrix which equals to,

D =


diag(1, 0, · · · , 0)
diag(0, 1, · · · , 0)

...
diag(0, 0, · · · , 1)

 (7.11)

Then, we compute the Hessian matrix as,

H(s) =
∂

∂s
J(s)

= R⊤
s

{
A′′(y)[S−1A(y)]⊗ E + A′(y)⊤S−1A′(y)⊤

}
Rs

(7.12)

Once, given a query point t, the optimal result ŝk,t obtained with the k-th CGM
using Newton-Raphson iteration, such that the regression weight is,

ωk,t =
Nc(x̂k,t|θk)∑K
j=1Nc(x̂j,t|θj)

(7.13)

where x̂k,t = (t, ŝ⊤k,t)⊤ as discussed in section 7.1. Finally, the reproduced reference
trajectory is,

ξ̂ =

 K∑
k=1

ωk,tx̂k,t

T

t=0

(7.14)

To summarise of the function of CGMR in the human-robot skill transfer framework,
the process of reproducing reference trajectory is given by the following Algorithm 5.
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Algorithm 5 Trajectory reproduction using CGMR

Require: Trained CGMM G, pre-defined time-step α and N query points t ∈ (0, T ]

for i = 1 to N do
Get the query point ti
for k = 1 to K do

Get the k-th CGM parameters θk ← Θ

repeat
J← Eq. (7.5) {Calculate the Jacobian at current step}
H← Eq. (7.9) {Calculate the Hessian matrix at current step}
snew ← Eq. (7.8) {Update the reproduced point from each member CGM}

until ∥snew − s∥ ⩽ ε

x̂k,t := (t, snew⊤)⊤

end for
ωk,t ← Eq. (7.13)

end for
return ξ̂ ← Eq. (7.14)

7.2.2 Robot motion planning in the joint space

The regressed reference trajectory ξ̂ is in the state-space which is convenient for skill
learning with the CGMMs, but it is not a ideal space for a Sawyer robot to generate
the human-like motions. Sawyer is a serial-link manipulator, comprising a chain of
links and 7 revolute joints so it has one redundancy like a human arm. Due to the
redundancy, for any end-effector pose in the working space there will always be more
than one joint configuration. Thus, with the definition of humanoid motion in Section
6, we can decompose our goal in a task into two parts, primarily, en-effector pose,
given as Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2, should be exactly reached. Secondarily, minimizing the
distance between the 4th joint and the reference point, given by Eq. 6.3, is applied
to guarantee the human-like posture of Sawyer while performing primary end-effector
tasks.

As we discussed in Section 7.2, the reproduced trajectory ξ̂ is in the state-space
which is convenient for skill learning with the CGMMs, but it is not a ideal space
for a Sawyer robot to generate the human-like motions. To better plan the humanoid
motions, we let φ = (φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4, φ5, φ6, φ7)

⊤ as a sample vector in the joint space
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or the configuration space of A 7-joint Sawyer. At each time-step t the regressed joint
variable is φt, so the trajectory in joint space is denoted as Φ = {φt}Tt=1. Then, for a
time-step t, we formalise the joint space configuration planning problem as,

φ = argmin
φ

∥∥∥fW (φ)− pobj

∥∥∥2
s.t. zobj = fE(φ)

(7.15)

where, fE is the forward kinematics of the Sawyer’s end-effector and fW is the for-
ward kinematics of the 4th joint, whcih is only related to φ1, φ2, φ3 in φ, and the rest
dimensions are always 0 in calculations. zobj ∈ SE(3) is the anticipated end-effector
pose, which is represented by the vector and unit quaternion pair (pE,t, qE,t) in st.
pobj = pW,t is the expected position of the Sawyer’s 4th joint.

Since analytical inverse of the kinematics is intractable, we consider the local prop-
erties of the end-effector kinematics, then,

ż = JE(φ)φ̇, JE(φ) =
∂fE(φ)

∂φ
(7.16)

where JE is the kinematic Jacobian of fE and it is a full row-rank 7×6 rectangle matrix,
which can be seen as a linear approximation of the kinematics locally. Subsequently,
its general solution is approximated by the pseudo-inverse Penrose (1956).

φ̇ = J+
E ż + (I − J+

E JE)n (7.17)

where, n is the arbitrary real 7 × 1 vector and I is the 7 × 7 identity matrix. (I −
J+
E JE) is known as the projection matrix of JE , so the solving process is called gradient

projection method Rosen (1960). Considering the kinematic Jacobian JW of the 4th
joint in the argmax term of Eq. 7.15, we can use the general solution in Eq. 7.17 to
substitute joint velocity term in Eq. 7.15,

ṗ = JWJ
+
E ż + JW (I − J+

E JE)n (7.18)

Then, we can solve the vector n, which is applied to generate the null space motions
Dietrich et al. (2015) for the elbow to move like human. Subsequently, we will get the
particular solution Maciejewski & Klein (1985) of φ̇∗,

φ̇∗ = J+
E ż + [JW (I − J+

E JE)]
+(ṗ− J+

E JE ż) (7.19)
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With the gradient φ̇ computed above, we can use the gradient descent to update φ

during appropriation,
φnew = φ+ αφ̇∗ (7.20)

Algorithm 6 is a brief recap of the joint space trajectory planning process.

Algorithm 6 Joint space trajectory planning

Require: Reference trajectory ξ̂ = {(t, s⊤t )⊤}Tt=1, pre-defined time-step α.
for t = 1 to T do
(p⊤

E,t, q⊤
E,t, p⊤

W,t)
⊤ ← st {Retrieve a reference state from the trajectory}

zobj ← (pE,t, qE,t), pobj ← pW,t {Pose format transfer}
if t = 1 then
φ = 0 {Initialisation at the 1st state}

else
φ = φt−1 {Initialisation at the tth state}

end if
repeat

ż← zobj, fE(φ) {Compute the increment from current end-effector pose to the
object pose}
ṗ = pobj − fW (φ) {Compute the increment from current elbow position to the
object position}
φ̇∗ ← Eq. 7.19 {Compute current Jacobian}
φnew ← Eq. 7.20 {Update current joint variable}

until ∥φnew −φ∥ ⩽ ε

φt = φnew {Update the tth point in the reproduced trajectory}
end for
return Φ← {φt}
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Chapter 8

Empirical Validation on Skill
Perception, Learning and
Reproduction with a Sawyer Robot

To conduct experiments on our proposed human skill perception system, the life-long
learning framework and the motion skill retrieving algorithm, we built up a human
motion dataset for studying the implementation of our proposed lifelong humanoid
motion learning method. From the usual activities in our life, 10 single arm based
motion skills were studied in our experiments, which are Bouncing a basket ball (BO),
Cutting (CU), Drawing a circle in the air (CI), Hitting a ping-pong (PP), Picking and

placing (PI), Sawing (SA), Screwing (SC), Playing tennis (TE), Throwing (TH), and
Waving a hand (WA), as shown in Fig. 8.1.

8.1 Human skill perception using Vive VR

The human participant in our demonstration collection was asked to have one Vive VR
controller holding in his right hand and the other controller tied on the end of his upper
arm with the trackpad precisely attached to the surface of elbow, see Fig. 6.2(b). To
infer the position of the actual elbow joint and the shoulder joint, the measured the
depth from the surface of elbow to the joint was 50mm, which determined the transfer
ATelbow in Eq. 6.4. Similarly, the transfer elbowTshoulder in Eq. 6.5 is easily defined with
the participant’s upper arm length, which was 320mm.
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(BO) Bouncing (CU) Cutting(CI) Drawing 
a circle

(PP) Hitting a 
ping-pong

(PI) Picking 
and place

(SA) Sawing (SC) Screwing (TE) Playing 
tennis (TH) Throwing (WA) Waving 

a hand

Figure 8.1: Human motion skills dataset in the experiments

In demonstration of the aforementioned 10 motions, namely M = 10, each skill
was executed by the demonstrator intuitively in the VR world for several times. During
each repeat, the motion trajectories are perceived by the VR system, whose sampling
frequency is set to 60Hz. Considering the data collection of motion CI in the diagram
from Fig. 8.2, the participant was required to pull and hold the trigger on the back of
the in-hand Vive controller while performing a motion, so the trajectories were man-
ually labelled with the start points and the end points for later experiments. The valid
trajectories, the segment between the start/end points, were represented as sequences
of states in Eq. 6.9 and preprocessed by DTW, which aligned all the rest demonstration
trajectories to the first one.

8.2 CGMM based lifelong human skill learning

To validate the performance of the proposed CGMM in humanoid skill encoding both
in batch and incrementally in our lifelong learning framework, the demonstration data
were divided into two independent sets. The former set, for batch learning, denoted as
Dhis = {Ξm}Mm=1, which were labelled by the index of skills. Besides, the later one is
unlabelled demonstrations Dnew = {ξnew} for incremental learning.
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8.2 CGMM based lifelong human skill learning

A CI demonstration in the 
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ξ

Figure 8.2: Data collection of the motion CI

8.2.1 Batch skill learning test

In batch learning phase, a set of 10 trajectories Ξm = {ξn}10n=1 from one skill was
applied to train the CGMM with EM algorithm. To justify the superiority of CGMM
over the flat GMM on trajectory encoding, we also trained the GMMs over the same
dataset and let both models equally consisting of 3 components. For a fair comparison,
we initialised the parameters of a CGMM as in Algorithm 2, while clustering centers
of a GMM are the same as those initialised in CGMM and each covariance matrix is
identically defined as the covariance of Ξm.

EM algorithm resembles the coordinate descent method, namely, the model pa-
rameters in each learning cycle are iteratively updated. To intuitively demonstrate the
process which GMM and CGMM fits the batch learning dataset of motion CU, we
visualised the iso-probability of each component model as a ellipse or a ellipse with
curved principal axis in the 2-dimensional data space (s1, t) in Fig. 8.3. After h times
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Figure 8.3: Batch skill learning with CGMM and GMM. (Both models are trained on
the same CU motion dataset, which contains 10 demonstration trajectories. h is the
iteration time during their training. The black curves in each figure are the collected
trajectory of the first dimension of the state s1, and the contours are the visualisation
of component models.)

of iteration, two model are gradually fitting the trajectory samples. The contours of
CGMM are shrunk more tightly surrounding the multiple trajectory samples than the
flat GMM at the h = 50 step.

For all the 10 motion skills in demonstration, we applied the aforementioned log-
likelihood L(Θh

m|Ξm) as the metric to quantify the fitnesses of the models over training
set Ξm = {ξn}10n=1 with 10 demonstrations, where h is the counter of the iteration
time. In Fig. 8.4, the horizontal axis of each sub-figure is the iteration times and the
vertical axis is the log-likelihood. We draw both log-likelihood curves of CGMM and
GMM during EM iterations in the same coordinate system, which obviously witnessed
a consistent higher fitness of CGMM than GMM at first 10 training steps. Thus, as a
novel GMM variant, CGMM is much better at encoding the non-linearly distributed
data, especially trajectories.

8.2.2 Incremental skill updating test

In our lifelong skill learning framework, incremental learning phase is to continue opti-
mising or encoding new knowledges into the historical CGMMs. The CGMMs, we put
in incremental leaning, are from above batch leaning cases. According to the lifelong
learning framework proposed in Section 2.6, a set of all 10 demonstrated motion skills
trajectories, Dnew = {ξnewm }10m=1, are the candidate demonstrations, ready for recogni-
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Figure 8.4: Log-likelihoods of batch CGMM and GMM on all 10 skills.

tion and the subsequent incremental learning. The motion classification is carried out
on a Dnew, for each CGMM pre-trained, the log-likelihoods L(Θ|ξnew) of the trajec-
tories w.r.t. CGMMs are plotted in Fig. 8.5, in which the negative value are cut off
at -1000, and the bars of log-likelihood along the main diagonal are in contract with
others, which means the tested trajectories {ξnewm }10m=1 can be correctly identified for
the incremental learning cycles.

The motion skill CI is firstly taken as an example to demonstrate how the motion in-
formation in ξnew is encoded by the CGMM with the incremental learning algorithm of
it. As shown in Fig. 8.6, we have an incremental learning process on the coming trajec-
tory, which is visualised as a single curve near the optimal trained mixture model with
3 components. The value of t denoted above each sub digram in the first line indicates
the number of sample points participated in one CGMM incremental learning cycle.
With the increasing number of sample points, the live CGMM (blue curved ellipses)
in the 2 dimensional (s1, t) space is moving and reshaping to take more new samples
into its coving area as demonstrated, in which the historical model are visualised as the
green ones for reference. To set up the control group, we applied the historical GMM
attained in batch learning phase and incrementally updated its parameter using the al-
gorithm proposed by Arandjelovic et al. in Arandjelovic & Cipolla (2006). Comparing
each column of Fig. 8.6, CGMM is more responsible to the knowledge from the new
demonstration trajectory in incremental learning.

To test the proposed incremental learning algorithm in the lifelong learning frame-
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8.2 CGMM based lifelong human skill learning

Figure 8.5: Log-likelihood based motion classification.

work more rigorously, for a CGMM of skill CI, we assumed there are 10 corresponding
motion demonstrations {ξnewj }10j=1 awaiting for the incremental learning cycles, while
in each incremental learning cycle, the model parameter in a CGMM will iteratively
update for several steps, as the sample number of a trajectory ξ in the time-state space
is T . The log-likelihood is applied as the measure to evaluate the performance of incre-
mentally updated CGMM. In Fig. 8.7, the blue curves L(Θt|ξnewj ) shows the increasing
fitness of the live CGMM in one incremental learning cycle and the green line indicates
the baseline fitness of historical CGMM L(Θhis|ξnewj ), such that the incremental phrase
continuously optimize the skill CGMM with new unlabelled demonstration data.

10 skill CGMMs are also studied with comparison of GMMs in the incremental
learning tests. For the m-th skill demonstration, we have a model Gm, trained on the
batch learning set Ξ = {ξn}10n=1 which contains 10 single demonstration trajectories.
Subsequently, 10 sequential incremental leanings were carried out with the new data
trajectories Dnew = {ξnewj }10j=1 to update the skill model Gm. All the demonstration
data taken in lifelong learning denoted as Dall = {Ξ, Dnew}, in which, the samples are
believed to subject to the distribution of Gm with all demonstrations encoded. Thus,
the log-likelihoods with a CGMM, L(Θj|Dall) in Fig. 8.8 are drawn in blue, where j
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8.3 Motion trajectory retrieving
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Figure 8.6: Incremental skill learning with CGMM and GMM.

is the counter of the incremental learning cycle and particularly, j = 0 represents the
model learned in the batch learning phase. Similarly, the GMM is also implemented
in the lifelong learning framework for skill learning for contrast. From the results
shown in each figure, CGMMs reached better fitness degree in batch learning and both
CGMMs and GMMs witnessed a growth of the log-likelihood, but CGMMs are more
significantly gain a higher log-likelihood than GMMs.

8.3 Motion trajectory retrieving

After building a skill CGMM Ξ→ G with multiple demonstrations, motion retrieving
is to instantiate an executable motion trajectory from the CGMM for reference, G →
ξ̂, which is supposed to be the most appropriate generalisation of the demonstration
information encoded in the model. The CGMR is dedicated for generalizing the best
motion trajectory from a CGMM. Hence, as a regression method, we implemented
the CGMR on a CGMM of a single skill, which trained on a dataset Ξ = {ξn}Nn=1

made up of N trajectories using batch learning method. To evaluate the influence of
CGMM complexity, we also conducted CGMR on the CGMM with various number
of component models. In Fig. 8.9, we take the first dimension of state variable s as
an instance to visualise our trajectory regressing. The graphs at the first row show the
results of CGMM and CGMR, in which the growing number of blue ellipses sees an
increasing of CGMM’s fitness and the green curves are the CGMR results on different
CGMMs.

Comparisons in this part of experiment is designed with the widely used GMR and
GPR. Because of the lifelong learning structure, regressions in our settings happened
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8.3 Motion trajectory retrieving

L(Θt|ξj
new)

L(Θ0|ξj
new)

Figure 8.7: Incremental CI skill learning with CGMM and GMM. (j is the index of
incremental cycles, while t represents the sample point or the learning steps in one
incremental cycle. The blue curves L(Θt|ξnewj ) shows the increasing fitness of the live
CGMM in one incremental learning cycle and the green line indicates the baseline
fitness of historical CGMM L(Θ0|ξnewj ).)

with the evidence of skill model’s parameters obtained in the learning stage. CGMM-
CGMR and GMM-GMR are easily implemented in lifelong learning framework, but
GPR is specialised to generalise the trajectory from GMM. Hence, in the test group,
GMM-GPR, the cluster centers as the points having the highest probability is in the
GMM distribution are selected to be the query points for the GPR. The results of
GMM-GMR are in the second row of Fig. 8.9, which shows a worse smoothness
comparing with CGMM-CGMR. When the model complexity K is getting large, all
three methods can achieve a satisfactory regression, but the proposed CGMM-CGMR
significantly outperformed others.

As regression results for all dimensions of state variable s attained, we restored
the trajectories in the time-state space (t, s) into spatial paths in the Cartesian space,
as shown in Fig. 8.10. Among 3 methods, the restored path using CGMM-CGMR is
always the best averaging of the demonstrations, which is also of relative high smooth-
ness duo to the existence of curved axe in the CGMM. GPR with onlyK = 2, 3 cannot
generalise a reasonable trajectory, but higher complexity of a mixture model will in-
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Figure 8.8: Incremental skill learning result for the 10 skills. (Each graph shows the
variation of L(Θj|Dall) in 10 incremental learning cycles. The horizontal axe are the
number j of incremental learning cycles on both CGMMs and GMMs and vertical axe
values L are the log-likelihoods.)

crease the difficulty in learning stage.
More precisely, the Root Mean Square (RMS) error is used as the metric for quanti-

tative evaluations of the regression performance. Particularly, in this experiment, only
the universal performance of CGMM-CGMR concerned regardless of practical physi-
cal meaning of st. Thus the RMS between the regressed ξ̂ and human demonstrations
Ξ is defined as,

RMS(ξ̂,Ξ) =
1

NT

N∑
n=1

T∑
t=1

∥ŝt − sn,t∥2 (8.1)

where, the variable ŝt is the state part of regressed trajectory ξ̂ and sn,t is the state part
of the nth demonstration trajectory ξn. N is the total number of participant trajectories
in learning stage. T is the length of ξ̂, which is assumed to be identical across N tra-
jectories after alignment. Then, the RMS value of each reconstructed trajectory using
specific regression method is calculated and demonstrated in the Fig. 8.11, from which,
our proposed CGMM-CGMR method achieves the lowest RMS in almost all the skill
retrieving cases, especially, when the model in learning stage was of lower complex-
ity K. Regarding the experimental results in this chapter, the CGMR generalised a
trajectory with the best fit to the CGMM learned from human skill demonstrations.
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Figure 8.9: Results of trajectory regression tests on CI skill. (Each graph is the visuali-
sation of the training data, model and the regressed trajectory in (t, s1) space. The grey
curves at backgrounds are the demonstrations used in training the CGMM or GMM.
The green curves are the regression results. Especially, the yellow areas in the third
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8.4 Skill reproducing test on the Sawyer robot

Skill reproducing is to enable the Sawyer robot with humanoid motion skills from hu-
man demonstrations. As we have used CGMM and CGMR in skill encoding and refer-
ence trajectory retrieving in previous experiments, humanoid motions will be planned
within the joint space, that can be described as the process ξ̂ → Φ. The Algorithm 6
is proposed to solve this problem with the given reference trajectory in the Cartesian
space.

Before the evaluation of the humanoid skill reproduction method, here are few
things need to be stated. To compute the joint configuration φ inversely, the forward
kinematics, fE and fW , for both end-effector and the 4th joint should be given w.r.t.
a parametrised kinematic model of the robot. In our task environment, the Denavit-
Hartenberg parameter Corke (2017) of the Sawyer is given as in Table 8.1, where the
d = 0 in the first row is caused by we replacing the world frame origin to the altitude
of Sawyer’s 2nd joint. Meanwhile, the two kinematic Jacobian matrices, JE and JW ,
can be analytically calculated during the inverse kinematic iterations.

Firstly, a state, say s = (p⊤
E, q⊤

E, p⊤
W )⊤, in the given regressed reference trajectory ξ̂

is approximately computed using the inner loop of Algorithm 6. We initialised the joint
variable with φ = 0 and approximated the desired value of it iteratively with the errors
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Figure 8.10: Regressed paths of CI skill in Cartesian space. (Red dashed lines are the
demonstrations for learning and the red curves are the restored paths of hand. Similarly,
orange curves represent the paths of elbow. Blue point is the shoulder, namely, the
origins. Meanwhile, green lines shows the arm poses at different time steps.)

calculated after each update. The varying errors in iteration are shown in Fig. 8.12,
where the position error of end-effector is defined as the L2-norm ∥p̂E − pE∥2 and the
position error of 4th joint are defined alike. The orientation error of the end-effector is
described with 3 independent components along x, y and z direction, denoted as Rx,
Ry and Rz. From the Fig. 8.12, the position and orientation error converged to 0 after
70 times of iterations, and the distance error of 4th joint is minimised, that proved the
validity of our algorithm in the single state approximation.

Subsequently, the Algorithm 6 run as a whole to get the reproduced motion trajec-
tories Φ in the joint space with ξ̂. Fig. 8.13 shows the end-effector pose error at first 2
rows and the distance error of the 4th joint at the last row, which are visualisations of
the similarity between ξ̂ and fE(Φ). Considering Φ = {φt}Tt=1 and ξ̂ = {(t, s⊤t )⊤}Tt=1,
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8.4 Skill reproducing test on the Sawyer robot

Table 8.1: The Denavit-Hartenberg parameters of the Sawyer in experiment

Link i ai αi di θi

1 0.081 −π/2 0 0

2 0 −π/2 0.1925 0

3 0 −π/2 0.4 0

4 0 −π/2 0.1685 0

5 0 −π/2 0.4 0

6 0 −π/2 0.1363 0

7 0 0 0.13375 0

we calculated the errors at each time step t. Thus, the position errors of pE and pW

were defined as the L2-norm, namely the distances in Cartesian space, and the error
of end effector orientation RE was measured as three components between the posture
represented by quaternion qE and the posture in fE(φ). The results in the first row in
Fig. 8.13 shows the position request of end-effector can be fulfilled in all 10 skills,
however, there is a small error peak in the middle of BO skill, which may caused by
the singularity of Sawyer when reaching the lowest tuning point in a human bouncing
motion. Then, in most of time, orientations were met quite well, except the singularity
point in BO. On the contrary to BO, CU is the skill to move hand in a relative small
room. When exciting CI, the orientation error about x and z axe are noticeable, which
were caused by the Sawyer lose part of its freedoms to adjust the end-effector’s ori-
entation to the object states. The elbow position is actually a constrain in solving the
Sawyer’s configuration w.r.t. the end-effector, so the error of it is not essential, but can
reflect the extent of motion’s anthropomorph.

Fig. 8.14 gives a more intuitive illustration on the reproduced Sawyer motions.
Once Φ is available for each motion skill, by using the ROS system Quigley et al.

(2009) the motion can be executed by the robot directly. For each skill, the retrieved
motions in Cartesian space are shown at the first and the last five snapshots are col-
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8.4 Skill reproducing test on the Sawyer robot

lected while Sawyer performing the corresponding actions. To take the learning and
regression model into consideration, we applied the RMS(•,Ξ) defined in 8.1 to eval-
uate the end-to-end performance of proposed skill learning method. The empirical re-
sults are listed in Table. 8.2, in which the errors are calculated between the reproduced
trajectories fE(Φ) fW (Φ), and all the trajectory collected from human demonstration
for learning. In Table. 8.2, the bold numbers obtained using the CGMM-CGMR
method are lower than the corresponding RMS of the GMM-GMR cases, which means
CGMM-CGMR out performs the GMM-GMR in those human skill learning and re-
trieving tasks.
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CGMM-CGMR GMM-GMR GMM-GPR

Figure 8.11: RMS of retrieved skills. (The complexity K of mixture models are vary-
ing with rows. The lower RMS is, the better regression achieves.)
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Figure 8.12: The convergence of a single state approximation.
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Figure 8.13: The errors of reproduced 10 skills.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

This chapter recaps the main content of the thesis, with highlighted innovations in both
theoretical and practical aspects. The future directions are also pointed out within the
research field studied in previous chapters.

A human-to-robot skill transfer method with multi-model sensory information is
studied in this thesis. We designed a novel theoretical model named CGMM, which
innovatively introduces curvatures into each component Gaussian model. As a variant
of the flat GMM, the CGMM is of higher flexibility and outperforms GMM in data
fitting tasks. A novel learning algorithm based on EM is proposed incorporated the
fuzzy framework for parameter estimation of CGMM. More importantly, the new in-
cremental learning algorithm further promotes the utility of the CGMM in various ap-
plications. As humanoid motions contain more skillful knowledge, we developed a VR
based human motion perception system to collect humanoid motion skills. With the
model based human skill learning by the CGMM, a regression method also proposed
to instantiation a reference motion trajectory from the learned CGMM. For humanoid
motion reproduction on the Sawyer robot, we studied the inverse kinematics with mor-
phologic constrains, which successfully transfers the skill demonstrated to a redundant
robot.

9.1 Innovations of This Study

The major innovations of this thesis are as follows,
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9.1 Innovations of This Study

Proposing the probabilistic mixture model, CGMM Developing an innovative
probabilistic mixture model is intend to improve the performance of the original GMM
in modelling highly non-linear data in the feature space, such as the motion trajecto-
ries. Data fitting evaluation was carried out on either model, with both synthetic and
sensory datasets. The empirical results in Fig. 4.1 show that CGMM is the winner in
the compilation.

Development of parameter estimation algorithm for CGMM The newly intro-
duce curved principal axe in CGMM increase the difficulty of its parameter estima-
tion. In Chapter 4, a fuzzy object function based EM algorithm is proposed to learn
CGMM’s parameter with a batch of data. From the experimental results in Fig. 4.4,
the CGMM is proved to have a better fitting performance and convergence comparing
with both GMM and FGMM. In Chapter 5, an fuzzy incremental parameter learning
algorithm is proposed with the CGMM, which enable the CGMM to continuously up-
dating its parameter as the training data coming sequentially in a long term, as shown
in 5.3.

Deriving the regression algorithm, CGMR The CGMM is act as the leaning model
in a lifelong skill learning framework, see Fig. 7.2. A regression method is needed in
generalising a reference trajectory, because of that, CGMR is deduced. In trajectory
retrieving tasks, like the GMM-GMR, the proposed CGMM-CGMR is also applied as
a pair. The trajectory retrieving results in 8.9 proves the superiority of CGMM-CGMR
over other similar methods.

A statistical lifelong skill learning framework This framework is design to trade
time for quantity of data. The human skills learned by a CGMM is not determined after
batch learning. The CGMM can be incrementally updated in the future with newly
coming demonstration data, if only the parameters of it are preserved. The meaning of
lifelong is to learn new knowledges of a skill and encode them into the skill CGMM.

Humanoid skill perception, learning and reproduction Traditionally skills refer
to a goal oriented motions, which only focus on the end-effectors. However, most
of the robots in application consist redundancies, and the demonstration executed by
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9.2 Future Work

human usually not only delivers the skills of end-effector. Thus, we proposed a VR
based framework for humanoid motion skill perceiving in chapter 6. With the encoded
CGMM after learning phase, a skill can be retrieved by the CGMR. In chapter 7, a joint
space humanoid motion planning method is proposed. All these proposed methods in
perception, learning and reproduction are evaluated on the Sayer robot in Chapter 8.

9.2 Future Work

In the future, the proposed human-to-robot skill transfer method can be further devel-
oped. In skill perception, the VR based system can be optimised. For example, more
sensors can be integrated into it, so that the motion data can be collected with higher
accuracy and the motion of higher complexity can be studied. Besides, the interac-
tive skills can be studied within the system, if more interactions defined between the
human demonstrators and the VR environment. CGMM is an expert model, whose
performance is limited by the number of components in it. On the one hand, to opti-
mise the CGMM, we intend to stack several CGMMs together to generate a multi-layer
learning machine, which also compatible with the online learning framework. On the
other hand, the CGMM can also be generalised into a new one with infinite number
of components. As the motion reproducing method in this thesis is dedicated for the
Sawyer robot, a more general method would be developed for transferring human-like
motion skill to different robot.
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